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Zack McVey throws down a dunk against Whitworth. UPS men's basketball went
on to win their second round game in the NCAA tournament against Occidental
on Mar. 4.

With yearly tuition nearly
reaching $30,000, it's easy to
see why there's an assumption that all students at UPS
are wealthy.
But UPS is among a slew of
private colleges that are trying
to kick that misconception.
According to Student Financial Services, the percentage of undergraduates
at UPS who, are receiving financial aid, scholarships and
loans from need-based and/or
non-need based sources was
at 88 percent for the 200405 school year. 68 percent
of UPS students applied for
need-based financial aid.
The percentage of students
receiving financial aid, scholarships and loans stands at
more than 50 percent at similar institutions, such as Lewis
and Clark University, Seattle
University and Willamette
University.
Yoshiko Matsui, Associate
Director for Student Services,
said that just because UPS is a
private school, people tend to
think that most students must
come from families with high
incomes.
"I think people have a lot
of misconceptions about how
everyone here may seem
wealthy, when that's just not
the case," Matsui said.
The Diversity Theme Year
contributed to battling these
misconceptions by putting together a display that addresses
the common misconceptions
about the socio-economic
status of UPS students. The
display was set up in the SUB
SEE
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during the last two weeks of
Dec.
Matsui said the board's purpose was to be a conversation
starter, and to allow students
to dig deeper and consider
what this means for our campus and what it means to be
the average student.
But according to Maggie
Mittuch, Associate VicePresident of Student Financial Services, it's the students
who are from middle-inconie
families who are having the
most difficulty financing their
education.
The students from middleincome families are the ones
that do not have eligibility for
grants and financial aid that
students from low-income
families have, but also don't
have the resources of students
from high-income families.
The university is trying not
to forget this middle-income
class when it comes to distributing financial aid.
"When we find that we
have any unspent aid dollars, we look at students who
have unmet needs and we try
to spread those funds fairly
through the socio-economic
groups," Mitttich said.
Senior Kendra Loebs is
happy to see that the school is
recognizing socio-economic
diversity at UPS.
"As a lower income student, it seems like everyone
comes from a wealthy family," Loebs said. "It's good
that they're recognizing students from different socioeconomic backgrounds as a
valid diversity on campus."
Loebs, who is part of the
first-generation in her family attend college, has been
financially independent from
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Multicultural Sorority becomes an option at UPS
By Linh Hoang
lhoang@ups.edu
News Writer
Female students on campus who are interested in diversity and Greek life now have a
chance to enjoy both cultural exploration and
long lasting friendship by joining the multicultural sorority — a Greek organization
that promotes diversity through its members'
shared interest in discovering, understanding
and appreciating cultural differences.
According to Yoshiko Matsui, Associate
Director of Student Services, a student from
Arizona State University named Avania Hernandez, who was an intern in the Multicultural
Student Services at UPS during the summer
of 2005, gave her the idea of a multicultural
sorority.
Hernandez, a Mexican-American, was a
member of a multicultural sorority at her university.
"Through talking with Avania, I could really
see how big of an impact the sorority has had
upon her and her college experience," Matsui said. "I believe that such an organization
would make a great difference in our campus
community."
The fundamental differences between a

multicultural sorority and conventional Greek to Matsui, in the past there have been students
who were interested in starting a sorority for
organizations are its purpose and mission.
A multicultural sorority puts diversity as the African Americans.
"A multicultural sorority will be able to
top priority, encourages its members to explore others' cultures and promotes an appre- meet this need as well as the need of any other
culturally inclined students," Matsui said.
ciation for the fact that everyone is different.
There are currently several active multicul"It's another direction for a sorority," Matsui
said. "If we have a music sorority that focuses tural sororities operating on a national level,
on music, a business sorority that focuses on according to Moe Stephens, Associate Director of Student Actividoing business, why
ties.
not also have a so"Many of them are
rority that focuses
"If we have a music sorority that focuses on
on the diversity of music, a business sorority that focuses on do- located in California,"
our culture?"
ing business, why not also have a sorority that Stephens said.
Many of California's
Matsui said she focuses on the diversity of our culture?"
state universities, inexpected a multicultural sorority
—Yoshiko Matsui cluding those in Fresto have similar acAssociate Director of Student Services no, San Diego, Sacramento and San Jose,
tivities as any other
have a multicultural
Greek organization.
sorority and some also
Members of a multicultural sorority will go through the standard have monocultural sororities — sororities that
Greek intake procedure: interest meetings, are exclusively for a certain ethnic group.
One of the reasons for this rapid growth of
rush events, application and interview, pledging and initiation. They will also participate multicultural Greek organizations, according
in various activities for the improvement of to Stephens, is because more students, espethe campus community and the promotion of cially students of color, have access to college, and as students search for places where
multiculturalism.
A culturally-based Greek organization is not they can be comfortable, they discover that a
a completely new concept at UPS. According multicultural Greek organization is a good fit.
SEE
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Race to Balance encourages UPS
students to adopt healthy habits
Race to Balance doubles its participation
from 50 to 100 UPS students and staff members
By Kaitlyn Hogue
kehogue2@ups.edu
News Writer
The stressful college life can often make students neglect their own health.
But Race to Balance has given students the opportunity to focus on their daily health in a fun environment.
For six weeks, participants in Race to Balance compete in teams of four and earn points for changes in their
daily habits such as exercise, sleeping at least seven
hours a night and eating healthy meals. The goal is to
make little changes every year that will eventually lead
to a healthy and balanced existence.
"It is not about who can exercise the most, but about
who can most consistently stay well-rounded. This
is now my fifth year participating, and I find I have

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/FELICIA FLANDERS

Sophomore Alison Riveness and freshman Sarah Glancy do
pilates in their home for Race to Balance. This is the third year
that UPS has promoted the six-week program.
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changed or improved some habit every year," Race to
Balance program coordinator Sara Hays said.
Although some of these changes may seem small, the
goal is that every change will affect other habits as well.
Exercising every day and eating healthy helps people
get enough sleep and drinking enough water helps keep
people from getting sick.
The program is in its third year at UPS, but it actually
originated at Seattle University. Hays was a participant
there in a program called, "Fitness Challenge," where
she permanently changed several habits of her daily life
such as drinking the suggested 64 ounces of water a day
and flossing daily.
When she came to UPS, she borrowed the program
from Seattle University so that UPS students could benefit from the health program as well.
"I found myself craving that friendly competition that
helped drive me rtp make poitiyg, changes in my daily
health and balance," Hays said.
Hays only had to change the name when she brought
the program over to UPS. The staff brainstormed and
came up with the name Race to Balance.
Race to Balance has doubled its number of participants since it began from 50 to 100 students and staff.
Programs like Race to Balance have become more
important recently with the rise in obesity. Three out
of five high school students are overweight in Washington, and obesity among adults has risen 127 percent in
Washington in the last 10 years.
However, working for a healthy lifestyle becomes
easier when there is a group of people to encourage
each other.
"We find friendly competition really keeps people
motivated," Hays said.
Although Race to Balance has been thriving, the more
people who get involved, the more motivation the participants will have to continue working at achieving a
balance lifestyle.
"This year we see a good mix of students and staff,
but in the future I'd love to see more overall participation for students, faculty and staff competing with and
against each other," Hays said.

World News
Bombings in India Kill 15

A series of coordinated explosions in the Hindu
holy city of Benares killed at least 15 people and
injured as many as 101 on Mar. 7 in what police
called "a terrorist attack," raising the familiar issue of sectarian violence in India.

White House warns against
Iran's nuclear ambitions

Bush administration officials reiterated their
opposition to Iranian nuclear ambitions on Mar.
7, with Vice President Dick Cheney lashing out
at Iran while the Russian foreign minister started
talks in Washington that included his country's
proposal to enrich uranium for Iran's energy
needs.

Florida teen dies from falling sword

Joshua Hershberger, 15, died after he was
slashed by a sword that dislodged from the wall
of his bedroom while he was playing ball with his
siblings, according to authorities. The teen was
sitting on the floor of his bedroom bouncing a
ball with his nine-year-old sister and 14-year-old
brother when the ball bounced up and knocked a
29 in. sword off the wall, where it was displayed.

House panel defies Bush
to block port deal

The House Appropriations Committee defied
President Bush on Mar. 8 by voting to bury a deal
giving a Dubai company control of some major
seaport operations without awaiting the outcome
of a 45-day review of potential security risks.

College students arrested in
Alabama church fire

Three college students from suburbs south of
Birmingham were arrested Mar. 8 in the burning
of nine Baptist churches in rural Alabama last
month. Federal officials say it was a prank that
spun out of control.

Kaitlyn Hogue has agreed to brush her retainers every
morning after she wakes up.
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In the Mar. 10
issue of
The Trail, the
following
errors occured:
In the A&E article, 'Kate' gives a
Shakespearean classic a modern touch"
The photo of the two
actors was taken by the
UPS Theatre Department, not Felicia Flanders.

In the Campus Bubble article, "Gordon
brings cultural issues
to sight"
The photo of Dexter
Gordon was taken by Felicia Flanders, not James
Jasinski
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OIS announces e-mail outages during Exchange update
By Evan Tucker

etucker@ups.edu
News Writer
Tired of WebMail?
So is OIS, and thus, they are doing something about
it.
Beginning today, the University's outdated and nearcapacity e-mail system will be phased out to make way
for an upgrade to Microsoft Exchange.
"WebMail is at about 97 percent capacity right now.
I'm honestly surprised it hasn't failed," ResNet coordinator Andrew Miles said.
Last semester the system failed several times.
More disk space is one reason for the change. Another
is that with Exchange, users will be able to reduce the
number of passwords they are required to use.
The current system requires that users input a different password for WebMail and the PUGETSOUND network. With the new system, users will only need one,
and can change it inside of Exchange.
The changeover starts at 5 p.m. today and will not be
fully completed until Mar. 17, according to Associate
VP of Information Services, Norm Imamshah.
UPS e-mail service will be unavailable from 5 p.m.

E-mail Server Upgrade
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO PREPARE:
Back up your e-mail messages by using a POP3-based
e-mail client.
Delete all unwanted e-mails including junk e-mails and
e-mails with large file attachments.
HOW IT WILL AFFECT YOU:
Access to e-mail will not be available from Mar, 10 to
Mar. 13.
On Mar. 13, you will be able to send and receive new messages, but access to old messages may not be available
until the upgrade has been completed on Mar. 17.
NEW FEATURES:
Single password for e-mail and domain access
Ability to manage a personal online calendar
Keep an online task list
Enhanced mail formatting and online spell checking
SOURCE: OFFICE OF INFORMATION SERVICES

Sorority
The combination of multiculturalism
and sisterhood seems unlikely, however,
to some students.
"I am interested in joining a multicultural organization," freshman Shannon
Forbes said. "But I'm not sure if I want
to be part of a sorority."
A multicultural sorority, it seems, will
attract those who have a combined interest in both diversity and Greek life.
"While that narrows down our interest
group, I don't believe that it should be a

Sororities vs.
Multicultural
Sororities
Sororities:

Meet people who share your
ideas and beliefs
Leadership opportunities
Career connection
Have a second family

Multicultural Sorority:
Discover more about your

friends and their culture
Educate others about your
culture
Contribute to the diversity of
your community
Break boundaries

today to midnight Mar. 11.
to as many or as few people as they wish.
The reason for this lapse is that it will take time to turn
Though they can certainly keep it all private, users
off the current e-mail system and to "flip the switches" may wish to make a meeting time public knowledge, or
turning on Exchange. Be aware that if there are any can allow a class partner to view their schedule to set up
unforeseen problems, downtime could potentially in- a study session.
crease.
For leaders within an organization, this feature could
To access the system, users simply log onto webmail. save them the worry of the hassle that scheduling can
ups.edu as usual, and input their PUGETSOUND do- cause by simply asking that their members make their
main password.
free times public to the leader's account. The leader can
Users who are first accessing their account should be then access all calendars at once to choose the most opprepared for saved messages to not yet be there.
portune time to meet.
However, all saved messages will be delivered to eveAdditionally, users can set up their accounts so that
ry account by Mar. 17.
other users can schedule meeting times with them.
WebMail is the way that most students get their mail,
Users tell the calendar which times they want to make
however there are alternatives.
available. The user seeking the appointment selects a
Some choose to access it via "clients" on their home time and it automatically updates both users' calendars.
computer, such as Outlook, Thunderbird or Entourage.
Users can also send out invitations to a scheduled
Though these home-based clients ofevent. Each invitee can then choose
fer more features than WebMail access,
"yes," "no" or "tentative" in reply.
OIS stresses that even if students simply
"WebMail is at about 97 per- They can also send an e-mail exwish to continue to use webmail.ups. cent capacity right now. I'm hon- plaining their choice.
edu to access their e-mail, they will see estly surprised it hasn't failed."
To further help with organization,
several upgrades from the old system.
users can color-code their calendars
The new system is more user-friendly
to distinguish between class and
—Andrew Miles baseball practice, or work and play.
and allows users to specialize their acResNet coordinator
counts. Users can log on and access the
Another feature now available is
system like they always have, with no -'
the use of rich text. This is e-mail
changes necessary.
text which can be bolded, italicized,
But if they'd prefer, users can also
colored, enlarged etc.
tell the system to automatically send certain messages
Inside of clients like Outlook or Entourage, users may
to certain folders. Maybe they want all e-mails from be able to use Microsoft Word to edit all of their mesa certain professor to go into an "English 201" folder, sages, including utilizing its hallowed spell checker and
or all e-mails from a club to go into a "clubs and orgs" thesaurus.
folder.
In both cases, using a client or online, a user can
Users can set up "rules" to filter out specific kinds of choose whether or not to write in rich-text.
junk mail, by recognizing e-mail addresses and/or keyOIS asks that, before 5 p.m. today, students, staff and
words in the text of the e-mail.
faculty delete all unwanted e-mail from their "saved"
The OIS junk mail filter will still be in effect, so Ex- and "trash" folders.
change's filter options will serve as a second line of deOtherwise, time will be spent converting these mesfense, Miles said.
sages to fit Exchange.
Users who currently forward their e-mail from WebTo aid in making this a smooth transition, OIS has
Mail to another e-mail service will not be affected by offered weekly information sessions since Jan. To learn
these changes.
more about some of the advanced features offered by
They will, however, need to log into the system once Outlook, all students are welcome to attend any of the
to set it to forward, just like they did with the old Web- 42 training classes that OIS will offer over the next three
Mail system.
weeks.
To do this, log in, click on the "Rules" tab and set it
Check out the schedule for these classes at http://www.
to forward e-mail to Gmail, Yahoo or any other e-mail ups.edu/x10483.xml.
account.
ResNet Coordinator Miles said that training classes
If users forward, however, they will miss out on an- for the Mac client, Entourage, will be made available if
other compelling reason why OIS switched UPS to Ex- there is enough demand. If not, OIS will be available to
change: each account has a calendar feature attached to schedule individual sessions with interested students.
it, allowing users to plan out their days, weeks, months
Miles asks that those interested please contact trainor years all online.
ing@ups.edu.
Evan Tucker is especially excited about updating his eComputerized planners are nothing new, but with this
mail signature with new colors.
calendar, users can make parts of their calendars public

CONT. FROM PAGE 1
difficulty for us," Matsui said.
According to Matsui, 18 percent of
UPS' students population is comprised
of students of color, a relatively high
number compared to other small private
liberal arts colleges and universities.
"You don't have to be from a special
ethnic group to be part of it, as long as
you have an interest in serving the community while promoting the diversity of
our campus," Matsui said.
According to Stephens, one of the difficulties facing a new multicultural sorority chapter is that there are currently few
centralized national sororities and even
fewer who are strong enough to provide
the necessary resources to support new
chapters.
"Resources are one of our problems,"
Matsui said. "But what I am more concerned about at the moment is to gather
enough interest in the campus community to form a core group."
A core group, according to Matsui,
consists of students who strongly identify with the sorority's philosophy, who
will select a national sponsor and formulate operation plans.
"When you think about it, a multicultural sorority will be a place where you
can express your differences freely, and
at the same time strengthen your friendship and understanding of each other,"
Matsui said.
If you are interested in joining a multicultural sorority, contact Yoshiko Matsui
x3373.
Linh Hoang suggests we have a co-ed
multicultural frarority after this.

Going to Cabo
for Spring
Break?
What happens
in Cabo, stays in
Cabo, right?
Or you can have
it printed in The
Trail.

The staff and board
of the Sexual Assault Center of Pierce
County thank the Vagina Monologues cast
for their courageous
rendition of the monologues of Eve Ensler
and their financial contribution to our agency
and its work.

The Trail will print the
funniest, craziest, most
scandalous Spring
break Story in our next
issue.

Penni Maples was
proud to have been a
part of the production
and attributes the cast
with joy and parr'

Send submissions to
trail@ups.edu and
maybe you'll see your
name in print.

We celebrate the cast's
gifts of a wonderful
experience and thank
them for their support!

Please Recycle Me!
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Nooks and Crannies Tour reveals hidden sites at UPS
swer various questions that arise.
"The tour will provide people with the ability to work
with security and facilities on a different level," Director of Security Services Todd Badham said.
Badham himself was an undergraduate at the UniverStudents eager to find more about the university and sity.
"I came here in 1981 and never really left," Badham
its lore will be pleased with this semester's Nook and
said.
Crannies tour.
Vance himself has been with the university for more
The tour is the result of labor Manager of Custodial, Set-Up and Grounds Maintenance Services, James than 14 years and much of the tour includes his specific
Vance, and inspired by a former Director of Facilities detailing about various buildings and information on
campus.
services, Jon Robins, almost a decade ago.
"One of my favorite parts of the tour was Vance walkMany of the facilities staff worked and continue to
work solely in one building. Because of that, many staff ing and talking about the different parts of the univerknew a great deal about their respective buildings, but sity," Photo Services photographer Nick Kiest said.
Kiest and several other students were able to take a
not about the entire university.
The tour was then put together to help staff members private tour that was given to help The Trail understand
what the tours were like.
get to see how the rest of the university fits together.
The interest list of possible sites to visit on the Nooks
Displaying many behind the scenes areas that are
commonly off limits, like the roofs of various buildings, and Crannies tour numbers somewhere in the 20s, with
subterranean basements and storage facilities, the tour the course being altered with every tour.
On this particular tour, the group
showed staff other interesting
was able to visit the frequented
spots around campus to familiarsteam plant, which produces steam
ize themselves with.
"One tour will be centered around the for most of the campus 24 hours a
The tour was normally offered various
beautiful spots that are around
twice a year, and because of its campus during the day, and the oth,9r day.
The plant itself is not often seen
popularity, the clientele of the tour will be centered around the creepy
by students and is a testament to
tour was increased.
spaces that exist and will be conducted the work that goes on behind the
To help facilitate staff develop- at night."
scenes without the knowledge of
ment, the tour was given during
students.
Winter break when the students
—Alex Israel
Another point of interest was the
were not on campus, or to alumni
`05 '06 ASUPS President viewing balcony in Wyatt.
during Homecoming.
Through room 306 in Wyatt,
However, the tour will be
there is a door to a balcony that is
opened up this semester to students, with two tours to be conducted before the end of specifically aimed to provide a nice view of Mt. Rainier.
Students can see the beige balcony protruding from the
the semester.
"We hope the tours will help foster relations between classes next to the stairwell from Todd Field.
Students may also get to view the famed Union Ave.
facilities, security and the student body," ASUPS Presitunnels, which have become legend at the University.
dent Alex Israel said.
Many other interesting places exist on campus, but
Security services staff will help guide the tour and an-

Brandon Lueken
blueken@ups.edu
Senior News Writer

-
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The Nooks and Crannies Tour will be offered to students beginning this semester. Students will have the option of two different tours, guaranteeing their attendance through e-mail.
part of the excitement of the tour is being able to view
the unknown.
When the tours begin being offered, there will be
themes to the tours.
"One tour will be centered around the various beautiful spots that are around campus during the day, and the
other tour will be centered around the creepy spaces that
exist and will be conducted at night," Israel said.
When the tours are offered, the interest will be guaged
like the President's fireside dinners are currently.
An e-mail response will guarantee a spot for 15-20
people, the maximum amount allowed on the tour.
Brandon Lueken is aching to see the human cadavers in
Thompson.

Socio-economic
her parents since her freshman year at UPS, and continues to make ends meet by working several jobs to pay
her tuition.
Although Loebs has been satisfied with her college
experience, she recognizes that being financially independent has made her experience different from her
peers.

Financial Aid Facts
57 percent of undergraduates are borrowing
money through Federal Perkins or Federal
Stafford Loan programs.

83 percent of UPS students are receiving
scholarships or grants funded by UPS.
88 percent of undergraduates are receiving
financial aid, scholarships and loans from
need-based or non-need based sources.
$25,842 is the average per-borrower cumulative undergraduate debt amount for those
students that borrowed through federal and
private loan programs.
$93,082 is the undergraduate family income, and $79,866 is the median undergraduate family income, of students who
applied for need-based financial aid.
SOURCE: STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES

Free Medical/Dental School
Plus 31279.00 a nunatbt
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"I don't have as much free time to get involved as I feel
that other people have, because when I'm not studying,
I'm working, and when I'm not working, I'm studying.
So my life kind of consists of those two things," Loebs
said.
Loebs found it particularly hard her freshman year,
when she had to balance working and classes in her Biology major.
"I was still trying to figure out how to study and how
to be effective in my classes," Loebs said.
Even now, Loebs still admits that she spends most of
her time trying to balance working and studying. She
works as a Resident Community Coordinator on campus (which provides her with free housing), a T.A. for
the Biology Department and a work-study at the State
Child Welfare Services.
Although Loebs feels that UPS has been very generous in helping her finance her education, she doesn't
feel that it's been enough.
And she's not alone.
With the rise in tuition across the nation, it is difficult
for many students who are paying most of their college
expenses through loans and non-work study jobs.
According to collegeboard.com , the average tuition
and fees at four-year private nonprofit institutions, increased $1,190 more than last year ($21,235 versus
$20,045, a 5.9 percent increase) for 2005.
But many private institutions are making it a priority to increase the socio-economic diversity of their
students, as well as to provide opportunities for lower
income students with the opportunity of attending their
school.
In an effort to increase socio-economic diversity, as
well as provide students from lower-income and middle-income families more opportunities to finance their
education, Harvard University has mandated that fam-

rnvivcrivit.t)/Juivin nucncri

A student looks a display that was created by Diversity Theme Year, with the aim to battle misconceptions
about the socio-economic status of students at UPS.
ilies with incomes of less than $40,000 are no longer
expected to contribute to the cost of attending Harvard
for their children. Harvard has also reduced the contributions expected of families with incomes between
$40,000 and $60,000.
In order for students to receive their optimal amount
of financial aid, Mittuch urges all students to stay on top
of deadlines. The deadline for FAFSA is Mar. 31.
For more information on filling out the FAFSA or
other financial aid, contact Student Financial Services
at sfs@ups.edu , x3214 or visit Jones 019.
Lan Nguyen likes to eat Kendra's cookies.

The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security Services since March
8, 2006:
A non-student was arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol near N. 15th and Lawrence
St. His vehicle became disabled after he drove it through University landscaping in the area.
Organizers of the various displays in the Wheelock Student Center thatpromote Women's History Month have reported several incidents of vandalism. The display celebrating the "Woman of
the Day" near the West entrance was vandalized with graffiti. Inappropriate comments were written on the bulletin board near the Bookstore entrance.
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*Please contact Security (X3311) if you have information about any of the incidents described
above. It is important to report suspicious activity immediately to Security or Tacoma Police
(911.) Please take note that parking regulations are in force during the Spring Break. Students
who live in the North quad should not park or leave vehicles in the Library lot.
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Preparing for the most preposterous
party: welcome to Spring break 2 00 6
Russell Howe

rhowe@ups.edu
Senior Opinions Writer
I have never fully taken advantage
of Spring break. While others have
wild road trips and marathon drinking binges, I usually sit at home and
read a good book. I save my spurts
of hardcore drinking for when I need it the most, like
finals and Mother's Day.
Nevertheless, every year for Spring break, thousands
of American college students indulge in much more adventurous experiences, from flocking to party centers
around the world to learning how to juggle.
Of course, the main goal for every student, no matter
what they do, is to take a little time away from the pressure of school in order to find themselves. Or it could be
just to get wasted ... and laid.
The variety of things to do during break is truly amazing. Often students go the party route: they drink in Cancun; they expose themselves in Key West; they try ecstasy in Ibiza; and Girls Gone Wild gets it all on tape so
that single, lonely 40-year-old men can also enjoy Spring
break.
Other students stray from the beaten path for a more
unique experience like hitchhiking across the country,
and consequently learning why someone with a pretty
face and tight buttocks should never hitchhike.
For many students, Spring breakbecomes the single most
glorious event in their life, which will never be duplicated
and only faintly remembered when they are single, lonely,
40 years old and watching Girls Gone Wild — in the dark.
However, not everyone is able to have such a fine week
off. Every year there are also thousands of students who
have a horrible time, full of missed opportunities, misspent hours and the occasional touch of VD.
Luckily, this can be prevented. With the proper planning, spring break can be a time of fun and excitement,
whether that be having a threesome in Cancun or finally
watching all three extended versions of Lord of the Rings
back to back.
To help every college student enjoy a successful spring
break this year, I have come up with some fool-proof
planning tips which will ensure maximum satisfaction.

First, don't work during spring break. This is a cardinal rule. I don't care if your boss offers you triple overtime pay – don't work. Trust me. In 50 years, would you
rather be talking about the Spring break which changed
your life, or the week you made $100 extra dollars?
Along those lines, relax. Vacations shouldn't be stressful, full of hard work or even full of mild work. If you're
going to do something which involves waking up before
noon, or taking any kind of test, rethink your plans. You
are dangerously close to having an awful spring break.
Third, embrace your sloth. Do you have lots of friends
going on a road-trip? Do you know someone who's going to visit every single country in Europe? Have you
heard about the guy who is going to party on a different
continent every day of spring break?
Well, screw them all. Don't be afraid to do nothing.
You will have accomplished just as much by only wearing underwear and watching M*A*S*H reruns for an
entire week, or counting exactly how many freckles you
have. Sloth is the reigning virtue of spring break.
Lastly, food. Lots of food. If you are planning a road
trip, the back seat should be packed with cartons of food.
Beef jerky, corn chips, candy, Little Debbie snacks —
you can never have too much, but it's incredibly easy to
have too little. This rule doesn't just apply to those planning long trips.
Even if you plan to never leave campus, you will need
food. Stock up now. Hide pizza-pockets underneath
your bed. Cram your closet full with large tubes of pepperoni sausage and boxes of cereal. Remember, there is
no better feeling than waking up, reaching under the bed
and devouring a carton of malt balls without ever leaving
the bed.
Spring break is rapidly approaching and a certain
amount of preparation is needed, especially for those interested in the whole crazy-party-get drunk-get naked-do
drugs-puke-and repeat bacchanalia which has become its
hallmark. However, that is not the only option by far.
Go camping. Learn how to yo-yo. Bake muffins from
scratch. There are literally millions of things to do for
spring break that are fun and relaxing, and all they require is a little bit of foresight and a generous supply of
beef jerky.
Russell Howe needs to consume at least 20 pieces of beef
jerky a day in order to maintain such wit.

OPEN-ENDED
FORUM
WHAT MOVIE DO YOU
THINK SHOULD HAVE WON
BEST FILM AT THE
OSCARS?

Jennifer McSadden, freshman
"I'm happy that 'Crash' won. It's
the most well-written, well-acted and
most well-directed movie I've ever
seen."
•

TaReva Warrick-Stone, freshman
'Crash' was a great choice to win
the Oscar because it shows that a
small budget film can have as much
of an impact as a blockbuster."
Julie Weis, sophomore
"The Oscars are simply a manifestation of political elitism in popular
culture that are a piece of s**t."

•
Will Pearson, senior
"I would have been happy with
`Crash' or 'Brokeback Mountain.'
`Crash' winning doesn't make Brokeback's statement mean any less."

Publishing risky cartoons: the right move for the wrong reason
Chris Van Vechten

reb091284@aol.com
Opinions Copy Editor
About two weeks
ago, a controversial
censorship incident
at the University of
Illinois was brought
to my attention. Chuck Prochaska and
Acton H. Gorton — student editors at
"The Daily Illini" — were suspended
after they used their college's student
newspaper to publish the infamous Muhammad cartoons that so recently hurled
the Middle East into yet another round of
violent turmoil.
Intrigued, I used the latest high tech
research skills, and my own esoteric
knowledge of source, to locate and contact both Prochaska and Gorton for an
online interview.
Unfortunately, my Facebook request
for an interview with Prochaska began
on a sour note. Although Prochaska
agreed to do an interview with me, he
pompously declared that I needed to do
my background research.
"It's easy to believe the West Coast has
heard about our suspension — we were
live on LA drive time radio, the Dennis Prager Show, had a few interviews
in some California college newspapers;
we were on Fox News — John Gibson
"The Big Story," and "Dayside Live,"
and the lead national story in the New
York Times. Check out some of those interviews so you have some background
on the subject. Then feel free to call me
and I'll fill in the gaps," Pochaska said.
As a writer and journalist, with more
than three years of professional experience under my belt, I know to rise above
such detractions. Still, I was stunned by
Prochaska's comment.
Never in my career had I received such
a negative "yes" to a request for an interview (and keep in mind, I've called the
Vice Admiral of the United States Coast

Guard to inquire about the threat of piracy in Puget Sound.)
Nonetheless, I took Prochaska's advice to heart. I pumped my contacts, my
sources, my references and even though
I don't really consider Fox News to be a
legitimate "resource," (they are the only
show on basic cable with more puppets
than Sesame Street), I decided to read a
transcript of their interview. However,
unlike every other media source in the
country, I researched Prockaska and
Gorton themselves.
During the aforementioned Fox News
interview, broadcast on Feb. 20, 2006,
Prochaska defended the DI's decision to
publish the cartoons by denying any political agenda and claiming that "all we
wanted to do was inform our readers on
what the news story was." So I asked:
Q: Do you believe all the controversy
surrounding that decision has defeated
your goal?
A: I think by printing the cartoons,
even though we did not intend it to be
an international story, we have only
done good by finally talking about the
"elephant in the room" (Islamaphobia,
radical Islam etc.) that people just don't
want to talk about because they don't
understand ... This is a wonderful sign
that should give all Muslims, Americans
and Muslim Americans hope that we
can move beyond the "oil profiteering,
terrorist" stereotype and begin to understand a religion that is alive and well in
our country. Muslims that applaud the
DI for my suspension are missing this
point, and a great opportunity to capitalize on the ensuing dialogue that will help
everybody.
Prochaska's answer astounded me.
Especially because in his Jan. 17, 2005
article "No WMD's ? So What?" published in his online blog, "Political Blog
for all things Chuck Prochaska and all
things Republican," he damned the so
called "liberal media," argued that "true
Americans" still support the war in Iraq
and closed by saying, "May we always

have the courage to defend our great nation against Islamic terrorists and those
who support their cause — at whatever
cost."
Later, in Prochaska's "Congratulations, Iraq" cyber blog update, cornposed Feb. 8, 2006, less than a month
before he made the decision to publish
the cartoons, Prochaska openly criticized
feminists, the United Nations, Peace
Action, Amnesty International, liberals who have "good ideas" that "require
conservatives to make them happen" and
accused Vladimir Putan, Jacques Chirac
and Gerhard Schroder of "treason."
While stunned and still scratching my
head in a vain attempt to try and understand how such a reputable media source
as Fox News had allowed such statements
to slip under their radar, I struggled with
the concept of whether Prochaska really
had only been interested in "informing"
his readers when he made the call to
publish those cartoons.
Q: Your past writings clearly illustrate
a political agenda. Nothing you have
ever written suggests a hesitance to push
the envelope. Are you being fully honest
when you tell the world that you were
just trying to "inform" your readers? Is
it possible that by publishing these cartoons, you felt the University of Illinois
was courageously "defending our great
nation against Islamic terrorists?"
A: I must make a distinction. It is true
that I'm conservative, and during my
three semesters as a columnist before I
was hired as Opinions Editor, it was my
duty to be edgy, thought-provoking and
downright controversial ... Now that
I'm the editor, I've hired a very balanced
team of columnists who write both sides,
and some who fall right in the middle
and are apolitical. My beliefs do not
impact my editing or the content of my
page (unless it's an editorial that I have
chosen to write).
Suddenly I felt all warm and fuzzy inside again. You can imagine my relief.
After all, it's pretty safe to say that our

society puts a pretty big emphasis on
making the right decisions for the right
reasons — especially in matters concerning life and death such as these.
Sure, Prochaska may believe that anyone who paints a picture of this country
in any colors other than red, white or
blue is a "traitor" or a "terrorist," but that
certainly doesn't mean that he's incapable of making fair and impartial editorial
decisions.
I concluded the interview by telling
Prochaska that I'd be interested to see
what pictures from the Abu Grabe incident the DI published in the same spirit
of "informing" its readers, wished him
luck on his reinstatement and closed by
giving him some friendly journalistic advice of my own. "I'd suggest you contact
the ACLU, but given some of your previous articles they might be reluctant to
sponsor you."
The interview I had with Prochaska
left me feeling deeply conflicted about
the morality of the kind of journalism he
and Gorton advocated.
On the one hand, I support the action
his newspaper took because — as Gorton later told me, "the Daily Illini is a
newspaper and if we tell a story, we need
to tell it in the newspaper, not refer it to
the internet."
But clearly there were other factors
here that must have come into play.
As a fellow journalist, I cannot honestly say that I have ever made a decision
that was truly unbiased. No matter how
much we wish it weren't so, people who
dedicate themselves to this profession do
so because they have a burning desire to
communicate their own unique perspective to the masses.
If researching this story has taught me
anything, it's that there's more to a journalist's integrity than correctly "informing" his or her readers.
Chris Van Vechten wonders what kind of
riots would break out if The Trail published
the cartoons.
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Agen living at the sub
Max Burke-Scoll
mscoll@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
It can be hard to stick to a tight
diet when eating at the SUB. For
those of us who find our culinary
choices constrained by our sociopolitical agendas, it can often seem
that we are trapped into compromising our principles in
a repetition of meals with no options.
Take my typical dining regime for example. Breakfast
means bacon, and lots of it. I try to find a quiet corner in
the SUB next to someone munching granola and melon
so they can smell the glistening grease on my bacon.
Over orange juice and sausage links I will normally
berate them for the decision to eat a melon that was
probably grown and picked by an underpaid migrant
worker!
I am never more ashamed of this campus than in the
morning, when our fruit consumption single handedly
supports the continuance of such heinous labor practices. As I eat my bacon and sausage, I will usually
regale anyone within hearing distance on the merits of
my own particularly self-righteous campaign. I am a
revolutionary of the cafeteria, changing the political
will of the campus with my diet alone.
Lunch time is when I really get up on my soap-box.
The SUB is crowded and more of the kiosks with peonproduced products are open and serving. The campus's
collective stomachs face the most compromising affront to their social consciences. For lunch, I will often
stack two beef patties onto the main entrée being served
at Full Fare. Taking careful time to examine the ingredients of every dish I might eat, I manage to strictly
adhere to my agenda ... pardon my diet.
Over lunch I make sure the volume of my voice carries over the vegetarian propaganda I hear from the next
table. This seems to really get their alfalfa juices flowing. Most of my mid-day meals degenerate into shouting matches with those darned hippie kids.
They argue my carnivorous tendencies drain more
energy out of the land then eating raw vegetables. I
respond that my agen-diet is the only effective way for
me to get all those essential amino acids and proteins.
My body becomes a calorie burning machine while their
arguments and figures wither like organic produce.
Dinner is the easiest time to be on an agen-diet at the
SUB. I can usually get my pork-chop fix or at least assuage the gnawing carnivore in my stomach with fried
cheese. Every evening, I choose a new group of uninitiated veggie heads to convert.
After introductions I try and quiz them on the merits
of their diets and the tenants of their political stance
behind it. Responses are terse as a rule, so I usually end
the dinner conversation amicably with a winning quote
from Immortal Technique like, "I've seen some of you
herbivores, and if you want to argue health, y'all need
to eat some kind of supplement because some of y'all
are so skinny that it's disgusting."
I find that by personally insulting them on the basis
of what they put into their bodies, it earns me a new
respect in their eyes and they begin to see the validity
of my all-meat-all-the-time diet.
My dining day ends with the students I have now converted leaving the Rotunda. I can see the new found
appreciation for my argument in their glares. They see
the logic in someone else deciding what you should eat.
My converts also understand the close relationship between revolutionary political action and food. I mean,
isn't it obvious?
Max Burke-Scoll loves bacon and beef jerky and already
keeps a supply under his bed!

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board.
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and contact information
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.
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Hey, it's me Ron Tom.

Do you like rain and
overpriced tuition?

Whil– we enjoy Spring Break
'President Thomas is hard at work
'recruiting for upcoming semesters
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From the brighter side: A faculty contribution
Judith Kay
jkay@ups.edu
Guest Faculty Contributor
Killers are made, not born. Most people must
be heavily conditioned and coached before they are
willing to choose violence as a preferred means of
reducing frustration, expressing anger, communicating hatred or effecting revenge. Since this conditioning is usually at the hands of significant others and
was neither prevented nor rectified by the community,
"every society," observes French philosopher Albert
Camus, has the criminals it deserves." States should
account for the community's contribution to a defendant's moral defects by removing the death penalty as a
sentencing option.
"No man is an island, entire of itself," writes poet
John Donne. When people reflect on who has helped
make them who they are today, many recount the
influence of individuals as well as institutions. Although much of what people receive in life is a gift,
creating duties of gratitude, they ought to receive other resources as a matter of justice. Society owes its
members enough resources to meet their basic needs,
protect them from violence and help them recover
from disasters.
Humans are responsible for what they make of their
good or bad luck; the privileges and injustices they
encounter. But few people manage to make lemonade out of lemons without a helping hand along the
way. A determined decision to rise above bad circumstances can carry some people quite far; however,
such a decision, by itself, is rarely sufficient to help
them heal the wounds of injustice. Although popular
magazines promise easy psychological fixes, such as
positive thinking, most people need effective help to
overcome the grip of painful pasts. Unfortunately, victims often endure a form of secondary victimization
because they are neither assisted to heal from their
ordeals nor enabled to make a commitment to refrain
from acting out their pain on others. For instance, victims may be subsequently blamed, silenced, ridiculed
or even beaten because of the difficulties they carry
from their original injuries. This second injustice further disables people's ability to take responsibility for
their feelings of revenge or shame, correct their distorted worldviews or make the commitment to heal
their psychic distresses rather than "do unto others
as was done unto them." Thus, while responsible for
what people make of themselves, they are not cornpletely blameworthy for their persistent struggles.
Consider the man accused of murdering the three
young adults near Sixth Avenue. The News Tribune
reports that after his father was imprisoned for the kidnap and rape of his step-mother, the accused engaged
in a series of violent performances. These experiences
and choices have left him with vicious habits of mind
and action. An "evaluation at Western State Hospital
describes a teenager with an explosive temper who
was severely depressed." Other people who did not
have such experiences are likely free from such violent habits without being able to claim any credit for

Nuclear
weapons

their better characters. The accused remains responsible for his actions and for improving his character; yet
he apparently was not sufficiently aided by his community to heal from his distresses so that he could
develop the self-control so as to act within the law.
Acknowledging the complicity of an unjust society in
his character formation diminishes his blameworthiness; such an acknowledgement does not excuse his
responsibility for his crime.
Thus, while individuals can claim most of their accomplishments as a matter of personal merit, it would
be inaccurate and unfair to claim that all that they are
or do results solely from individual merit.
Yet when the criminal justice system calculates
the moral responsibility of offenders, it assigns to
them complete individual responsibility for their
actions and character, acquitting the social order of
any responsibility for having hindered their flourishing or failed to help them become law-abiding citizens. Even when offenders are causally responsible
for their crimes, it is inaccurate to say that they are
completely blameworthy for who they have become.
Camus again: "The real responsibility of an offender
cannot be precisely measured."
In a capital case, the jury is presented with mitigating
evidence that might reduce the defendant's blameworthiness. Nevertheless, a jury often weighs mitigating
factors (witnessed severe violence as a child) against
aggravating factors (multiple victims). Mitigating
factors are thus weighed against the seriousness of the
offense, rather than evaluated independently for how
they might shed light on the social formation of the
perpetrator and how a community might have failed
that individual in some way.
A compelling argument against the death penalty is
the recognition that "justice," as philosopher Jeffrey
Reiman argues, "is a two-way street — but criminal
justice system is a one-way street." That is, the death
penalty system examines solely what offenders now
owe society and ignores what the society originally
owed them. The current legal system acquits fellow
citizens of any responsibility for having failed, for
example, to prevent a wrongdoer's brutalization at
the hands of his parents. The community is portrayed
falsely as completely innocent of any collective injustices that might have damaged a perpetrator, whereas
he or she is held completely blameworthy and worthy of death. Camus challenges this bad arithmetic:
"But precisely because he is not absolutely good, no
one among us can pose as an absolute judge and pronounce the definitive elimination of the worst among
the guilty, because no one of us can lay claim to absolute innocence."
No society is so just that it may assert that no one
suffers unfairly under its auspices. Until the brutalization and violent coaching of its citizens is addressed,
then society should not hold murderers solely blameworthy and deserving of death. Even if the criminal
justice system were to acknowledge that one percent
of a defendant's callousness, greed or viciousness
were not his or her entire fault, then the death penalty
should be removed as a sentencing option.
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Judith Kay is a professor in the Religion Department.
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Letters to the Editor
Response to South Dakota
Dear Editor,
I am writing to protest Whitney Mackman's March 3rd
article about South Dakota's proposed anti-abortion law.
On a controversial issue such as this, everyone's feelings
are running high; the zeal and passion with which Ms.
Mackman makes her case are more than understandable.
But her article rapidly falls into violent name-calling.
She does not seek to understand, but merely to belittle
conservatives, to vent her spleen in a torrent of slurs
against conservatives in general and pro-lifers in particular. I feel compelled to attempt to establish some poor
defense for us "ignorant, unenlightened" "conservative
a**es" who "don't have a heart" and "have a sick and
twisted God."
The pro-life position has been stated many times, but
rarely, I would guess, in The Trail. Our argument is extremely simple: life begins at or near conception (some
say when the fetus develops a functional heartbeat).
Aborting a fetus, you might say, kills a human being, but
in reality it is worse than that: it does not even allow the
child to come into the world. Legitimizing abortion has
made it legally possible to kill your unborn children.
Whether or not the child is the result of rape or incest,
the government should not deny anybody the right to exist except dangerous criminals. To pretend, as Mackman
does, that an unborn child is engaged in a criminal act by
occupying its mother's womb is revolting. The child has
no choice in the matter. And if existing were a crime, it is
committed without the intent to harm—usually a mitigating circumstance in a court of law! But apparently fetal
intent matters little here.
To commit an abortion in a forced pregnancy is to punish the child for the father's act. Justice demands that in
cases of forced pregnancy, the father be punished—by
legal castration or even execution, as Mackman suggested. And the mother should not be required to raise her
unwanted child; government agencies should make sure
adoption services are readily available to her.
Another flaw in Mackman's article is her contention that
banning abortion will somehow promote "inbred picnics
and rapist role models" (second to last paragraph, fourth
column, bottom of page five if you doubt me). This picture is flawed in every respect. No one who has committed incest will be invited to family picnic. The children
of rapists will not grow up admiring their fathers. If the
stiffer penalties she and I both propose for rape were enforced, rapists would probably become much rarer than
they are now and definitely not admired.
I must end this letter with the point that originally drew
my attention to this article: Mackman's violent attacks
on conservatives and pro-lifers, which are as pointless as
they are demeaning. But they are not demeaning to me
and to other pro-lifers. Let me testify: I agree with her
that the current punishment of rapists is inadequate, yet
I am pro-life — am I then no better than a rapist? I understand Mackman's arguments, yet my reason cannot let
me believe them— am I then ignorant? I disagree with
her over the mother's "right" to end her fetus's life —am
I then a conservative ass? I believe in God, and I believe
in the right of every child to be born—does that give her
the right to slander my God, my religion, my morality?
It is not my shame, but hers, that I must write this.

Sincerely,
Matthew Martin Franke

Integrity Code violations
Dear Editor,
I should begin by informing the student body that I
have several issues to address to the general campus.
This letter is not intended to offend, but to disclose information to the student body that may not be common
knowledge.
It doesn't come as a surprise to me that everyone on
this campus has his/her own opinion and that consensus
is hard to find. The shock comes from how naively and
how flippantly some of these opinions are relayed to the
campus community. Over the past several weeks I've
spoken with people or picked up a copy of the Trail to
find ASUPS, candidates, and individuals being smashed.
While nothing as of yet has come across as libel or slander, incidents on this campus are coming closer to integrity code violations. It disturbs me to see the indecency
with which we treat one another as students on this campus.
In order to move on from our present position let me
clarify a few things. As a student senator on this campus
I've had the chance to see many things from the inside,
an opportunity that many individuals do not receive. I
started my work with ASUPS three administrations
back—that would be Frost/Barrans for those of you that
remember—and each administration works differently.

Common
Market

Something many students don't understand, however, is
the power of the senate. Six senators represent you (your
residence area, your class, and four at large) to make sure
that your voice is heard. Twelve senators along with the
ASUPS VP, faculty senate representative, and the Dean
of Students representative all sit on senate as voting
members. However to respect the autonomy of the senate, the VP has always traditionally abstained. In the ASUPS constitution we hold the majority of the power—we
approve or contest decisions and can overturn a presidential veto. We also have rarely been unanimous.
Senators (generally) serve a one-year term, spend three
to four hours a week in senate and two in the ASUPS office. We also sit on one to two committees, which range
in commitment from two hours a week to a single several
day period in the spring for budget. Along with this we
are required to be a liaison to seven (or more) clubs and
asked to create a campus improvement project twice per
term. ASUPS senators are the only positions in all of
ASUPS that are not paid. I am not deterred by lack of
pay, I enjoy my post as most of my colleagues do—that's
why we do it. We come together to allocate the pool of
funds that is your combined student government fees, a
pool that is necessary to the continuance of the welfare of
the student body. I've heard numerous rumors about cutting the fee to save you money but it won't happen, not
to any real satisfaction:1f you take a la& at the budget,
cutting even ten percent would cut away a single media
or program (that would be like throwing away KUPS or
never bringing concerts to campus) or we could cut the
funding for about half the clubs.
Funding is a valid point across campus when you ask:
"where does my money go?" The new LCD is not one
of them. Union board paid for it, not ASUPS. We supported the idea, as it is a good way to improve campus
awareness. We have respected the autonomy of all of
the media and without using your fees. The university
must spend a certain portion of its budget every year, like
all nonprofits, on physical purchases. The union board
purchase of the LCD is only equivalent to half of one
percent of your combined fees. President Thomas has
a discretionary fund for around two hundred thousand
dollars the equivalent to forty percent of your combined
fees. You have a right to be upset over our decisions,
but you placed us here. If you never voted, maybe you
should start now.
Make your voice heard. Drop a concern in the student concerns box. Come to senate. Run for office. Remove us if you think us unfit. Start a club. Join another.
The media, programmers, and Executive positions open
soon, submit your resume. Write a letter—I did. We're
upstairs in Wheelock; stop on by. We're here to improve
the university, but most of all we're here to serve you.
Stay heard. Stay involved.

Respectfully,
C. Scott Mitchell

Thoughts on plagiarism
Dear Editor,
I want to thank the students of UPS—first for their
integrity. Reading the column by the student who had
plagiarized was a stark contrast to the reaction of the faculty member who plagiarized. The student did not try to
blame, attack or get the person who discovered the plagiarism fired. The student accepted the consequences of
what they had done and learned from it.
I thank the students for their openness. The Trail editors' willingness to investigate this issue was in stark
contrast to the President who had refused my repeated
requests to meet with him so that I could get his advice
on how to handle the plagiarism that I had discovered.
I thank the students for their honesty. The story about
the plagiarism in the Trail was in stark contrast to the
continuing attempts by the administration to cover up the
faculty plagiarism.
I thank the students for their courage. If it were not for
the posters and letters to the editors—all by students —I
am quite sure that this administration would have continued to do nothing.
I thank the students for their moral sense. Every student
who wrote a letter or who spoke to me expressed their
moral outrage at what had happened. In contrast, nearly
every faculty member expressed their lack of surprise.
Finally, I want to thank the students that I was lucky
enough to have had in my classes. These were some of
my most enjoyable experiences as a teacher and I learned
so much from my students. Even though what this administration has done has ruined my academic career, I
hope that I will find some way to use what UPS students
have taught me. I only hope that someday UPS will deserve these students.

Sincerely,
Douglas Goodman
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Election coverage biased
Dear Editor,
On our campus, it has become commonplace to criticize
the Trail for its poor writing and overall lack of professionalism. The recently published edition was yet another
display of our school's most disgusting, poorly written,
and ethically dubious waste of student money. Their
est blunder came in their supposedly unbiased coverage
of the ASUPS elections.
While purporting to "not endorse candidates," their
"coverage" is a haphazardly constructed and thinlyveiled attempt to endorse Van Pham and Chelsea Howes
for President and VP. The meat of their argument is nothing but a vague summary of the two tickets' positions
— "the Pham/Howes administration is more interested in
change whereas the Parker/Rowe administration encourages preservation and bridging gaps."
Presumably, Parker/Rowe would, if elected, engage
in preservation policy (?) and bridging gaps (remember,
they are not interested in "change"). What "change" is
specified in the Pham/Howes administration is left for the
reader to decide.
They also mention flyers that attack Addrew Parker's
character, but not to denounce such unethical actions, but
to effectively endorse them. They write, "Unfortunately,
there have already been posters questioning Parker's integrity and denouncing his ability to act responsibly," as
if they were acceptable and correct.
Finally, they formulate a dichotomy between the two
candidates but suggest to the reader in both choices that
the Pham,;Iowes administration would be superior: "If
you're looking for a facelift, Pham and Howes seem like
ideal candidates; if you're looking for a venue to express
your concerns to ASUPS, Parker and Rowe are the team
to beat." Notice that in the two choices provided to the
reader, Parker and Rowe are either the non- "ideal candidates", or the "team to beat." The issue is not that the
Trail endorsed one campaign over the other; like most
newspapers, they are free to endorse candidates for elected positions. The issue is that they claim to offer a balanced look at the candidates while endorsing the Pham/
Howes campaign.
The Trail's deceit and dishonesty in their coverage of
the ASUPS elections is an insult to its audience's intelligence — unfortunately, it has been what we've come to
expect.

Sincerely,
Tim Baars

Have something to say about
The 7?ail?

The Trail encourages Letters to the
Editor. E-mail your letters as an attached
word document to trailops@ups.edu by
Mondays at 5p.m.

Jon
Stewart

Overpriced
theatre
tickets
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Welch shares heartbreaking Oaklahoma story
By Stephanie Syrett
ssyrett@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer
Julie Welch woke up on Apr. 15, 1995. It was a Wednesday. She attended Mass at 7 a.m. and headed to work at 8
a.m. Julie was halfway to her office, returning with a client, when a bomb exploded at 9:02 a.m. Her body, along
with her client and another man who was walking with
them, were found the following Saturday. Julie Welch
worked on the first floor of the Murrah Federal Building
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. She was 23 years old.
"I didn't even want a trial for them. I wanted them
fried," Julie's father Bud Welch said.
Welch felt indescribable rage and hatred for weeks
after his daughter's life was cut short. After months of
thinking, however, he came to the conclusion that while
Timothy McVeigh's act was horrible and inexcusable,
the death penalty was simply not an option. This was
the subject of his lecture given Mar. 1, "From Rage To
Reconciliation: Why I Oppose the Death Penalty."
Bud Welch viewed giving Timothy McVeigh the death
penalty as nothing but an act of revenge and hate against
him.
"Revenge and hate were the reasons Julie and 167 others died that day," Welch said.
In fact, when Timothy McVeigh was executed on June
11, 2001 for his role in the Oklahoma City Bombing,
Welch was not present. He knew what the other victim's
families soon found out: the death of this man brought
no peace or closure. It did not help the way they believed
it would, and Welch knew this long before the man who
killed his daughter was executed.
Welch had always been against the death penalty, as
had his daughter. Friends used to try and convince him
otherwise.
"People would tell me that if Julie was killed, I would
change my mind," Welch said.
This did in fact happen; after Julie's death, he wanted
nothing less than death for McVeigh for several weeks.
As Welch came to terms with his pain, though, he realized that this was not an option.
Welch began his lecture by telling stories about Julie.
She was a driven young woman who took three foreign
languages in high school and spent 11 months in Spain
her sophomore year and was fluent in Spanish by the
time she graduated. One of Welch's favorite stories is
about Julie's embarrassment when he discovered that
she brought her childhood teddy bear with her to college.
"I want to give you a face for one of the victims,"
Welch said.

Timothy McVeigh and his accomplice, Terry Nichols,
bombed the Murrah Federal Building on the two-year
anniversary of the events they had witnessed in Waco,
Texas. In 1993, The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms (the ATF) was sent to investigate on suspicious
accusations of illegal firearms and drugs. This began a
54-day siege that ended in catastrophe. The ATF agents
then shot tear gas in through the windows, which caused
the entire compound to burst into flames, killing all 84
people inside.
McVeigh and Nichols blamed the U.S. government
for the Waco disaster and consequently planned three
sites to bomb. The Federal building was chosen because
it was an easy target.
One day that Welch visited the bombing site he saw
an interview with Bill McVeigh, Timothy's father, on
television. He didn't completely listen to the interview
but something at the end caught his eye.
"Bill turned and looked right into the camera. He had
a deep pain in his eyes that I recognized because I was
living that same pain," Welch said.
Welch had the urge to talk to McVeigh, to tell him that
he did care about his feelings, and that he didn't blame
him for his son's actions. He found himself caring deeply about the well being of a man he didn't even know.
Three years later, while speaking in the Buffalo, New
York area, he got his chance. McVeigh. A meeting was
arranged and he met Bill and his youngest daughter Jennifer at their house in rural New York. He spent several
hours at the house, conversing with both Bill and Jennifer, finding common ground and building on it. While
they spoke at the kitchen table, Welch found himself
drawn to an 8x10 photograph of Timothy on the wall.
He stared until he finally made a comment.
"I said, 'That's a good looking kid,' and Bill just looked
at me and said, 'That's his senior year portrait,'" Welch
said. "I saw at that moment the love his father still had
for Timothy despite what he had done," Welch said.
He understood that Bill knew Timothy needed him
the most right now, waiting on death row, but there was
nothing Bill could do.
"I found a bigger victim of the Oklahoma City Bombing than myself," Welch said.
Welch is now involved in a program called Journey of
Hope. It was started 14 years ago and has spread across
the country. It is made up of murder victim's families and
they blanket each state with presentations and speakers
to educate the public about the "nuts and bolts of the
death penalty."
For Bud Welch, death will never be an appropriate sentence for a murderer. He hopes that people everywhere
will join in the fight to abolish the death penalty, and

Bud Welch talked about the death of his daughter Julie in the a
Oaklahoma City bombing attack in his lecture on Mar. 1.

understand that killing someone for revenge is a useless
act.
He has lectured across the United States, France, Belgium and other European countries, and has published
articles and been on television programs. Welch has testified in front of the Supreme Court and is featured in an In
upcoming documentary called, "A Question of Justice"
that follows him, David Kaczynski (the brother of the
uni-bomber) and Gary Wright (who was almost killed
by Ted Kaczynski) through their battle to abolish the
death penalty.
Welch encourages everyone to become involved in
learning about the death penalty and hopes that Julie's mg
story (and his) will help people understand why an eye
for an eye leaves the whole world blind.
Stephanie Syrett is a big fan of lectures.

Spring break provides opportunity for adventure and discovery
By Jordan Myers
jmyers@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer
So you're staying in Tacoma for Spring
Break. With no classes to attend, and your
friends on vacation, what will you do?
Well, you're in luck because there are lots
of things to do next week, none of which
involve catching up on homework.
If you have never been to a UPS athletic
event, Spring Break is the perfect time to
attend one. Track, softball, tennis, baseball
and crew all have events either at home or
away. Grab a group of friends and head
to an home or away game to cheer on the
Loggers. You'll be entertained and provide
Logger love to our dedicated athletes. You
can see the full sports schedule online at
www.ups.edu/athletics.xml.
If sports aren't your style, you can participate in community service activities.
Also online at www2.ups.edu/dsa/ciac,
students can contact the Community Involvement and Action Center (CIAC) to
see what service activities are available.
You can use this as a resource to look for
ways to give back to the community year-

It can get very busy during the school
round, such as becoming involved in Kids
Can Do. Either way, checking out this site year, and you may not have had the chance
to explore downtown Tacoma. You can
will jump-start plans for your break.
Another fun option is exploring Tacoma remedy this, even without a car available,
and the surrounding areas. Road trips to because you can hop on the bus (schedules
Seattle, Portland, Canada or even the online at www.piercetransit.org ) and check
coast are great options. In
out the cool shops and attractions downtown. The Tacoma
Seattle, you can visit Pike
Don't forget
Place Market, Seattle Center
special S UB hours Art Museum has a very interesting exhibit called, "The
or the Space Needle, while
for the week
Great American Thing: Modlistening to the great music
of Sprin g Break:
ern Art and National Identity
scene. In Canada, Victoria
1915-1935" for those of you
has many parks and zoos to
Mar. 10 : 7 a.m.who are interested in art.
attract visitors, and of course
6p .m.
Their website, with full inthe drinking age is only 19
Mar. 11: 7:30 a.m.6 .m.
formation on business hours
(remember to have a passMar. 12 : Closed
port or birth certificate with
and admission rates ($6.50
Mar. 13 –Mar. 16: for students) can be found at
photo I.D. — you can't go
7:30a.m. - 3 p.m.
www.tacomaartmuseum.org .
across the border without it).
Mar. 17 & Mar. 18:
Another site that is compreThere are many websites
7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
hensive and easy to navigate
that can help you plan a
Mar. 19 : 10 a.m.is www.downtowntacoma.
trip, and event calendars for
10 p.m.
corn, listing all shops and
special events happening
attractions, along with their
all over Washington during
Spring Break. Try www.experiencewash- corresponding websites and a downtown
ington.com and www.traveltacoma.com tour guide. Such areas that are explored
to browse events all over Washington. are the Theatre District, Antique Row and
What better time is there to discover the Museum Row. Try this site if you want to
state you live in?
stay local but don't know where to start.

Also available online is a guide to the
6th Ave. shops and restaurants at www. a
sixthavebusinessdistrict.com . This is a
great option for students who don't have a
car or don't want to ride the bus. The Bead
Factory is a store to visit if you are crafty,
and Engine House No. 9 is great for empty
stomachs. And with a whole week to explore, you'll have the chance to check out
all the specialty boutiques and shops.
I
Proctor is a little further away, but the
stores compensate for the distance. Look
up www.proctorbusinessdistrict.com for
information, including one particularly
interesting store that stocks only Northwest items. You might find things to send
home or just enjoy the Native American
merchandise — along with the smoked II
salmon they sell. Either way, a day spent
exploring Proctor is definitely an option
for Spring break.
As a last resort, you always have the
option of spending the entire break sleeping, or, sadly, catching up on homework.
But if you take a few of the suggestions
mentioned, you may find yourself enjoy- 1
ing Tacoma and the surrounding areas a
bit more than before.
Jordan Myers is a big fan of Canda.

I

"A week long
21st
birthday
celebration
in L.A. and
Las Vegas."

"I'm taking an
in
adventure
my mind."

Erin Perschbacher

Max Burke-Scholl

Chelsea Howes

'union

sophomore

junior

"Buying myself
a power suit."

"New Orleans
and a debate
tournament."
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UPS HIGHLIGHTS
Flea Market
Mar. 18 at 10 a.m.
Fieldhouse
Annual UPS Women's
League Flea Market

Buchner and Modernism:
Open Class Discussion
Guest Speaker Michael Lupu

Spring
break
A week of
relaxation and
freedom
The Trail wishes you a
safe, happy and fun Spring
break!

Today at noon in Jones 203

CAMPUS FILMS
At Kittredge This Weekend:

Mar.

10-12:

No Campus Films over Spring
break

Cris Bruch and Sally Schuh;
Vernal Equinox and Naw Baha'i
Mar. 17-19
HOURS: M-F: 10 A.M.-5

Deo
Dean of St
Kim
will be av •
drop-in visit
130
in her
each w
office in Wheelock
Student Center 208
Feel free to stop by if you have
an issue to discuss or Just want
to get acquainted.
Hope to see you there!

Got an event you'd like to
publicize?
E-mail trailbubble@ups.edu

P.M. S: NOON-5 P.M.

SEATTLE

TACOMA

FRIDAY MAR. 10
8 p.m. Nine Black Alps with Sliversun Pickups and Amusement
Parks on Fire at Neumos

FRIDAY MAR. 10
7 p.m. Randy Hansen Band is performing Jimi Hendrix Experience at
Jazzbones

SATURDAY MAR. 11
6 p.m. Panic! At the Disco with The Academy Is, Hellogoodbye
and Acceptance at The Showbox

WEDNESDAY MAR. 15
7 p.m. The Vells (Modest Mouse side project) and the Pete Moss
Band at Jazzbones

SUNDAY MAR. 12
7 p.m. The Click Five at Crocodile Cafe
8 p.m. 107.7 The End Presents She Wants Revenge and Revolving Doors at Neumos

FRIDAY MAR. 17
6 p.m. Professional bull riding at the Tacoma Dome Event Center
Tickets available at all Ticketmaster locations

TUESDAY MAR. 14
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. the Phoenix Suns at Key Arena

SATURDAY MAR. 18
8 p.m. St. Packtrick's Day funk/jam at Chopstix

WEDNESDAY MAR. 15
7 p.m. Cast In Black, In Memorium, Wizards Of Wor, Castdown
and Non Existenz at El Corazon
THURSDAY MAR. 16
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. Philadelphia 76ers at Key Arena
7:30 p.m. Infinite Productions presents Death By Stereo, Burning
Armada, Closed Casket and The Helm at El Corazon
FRIDAY MAR. 17
7 p.m. Anti-Flag, The Casualties, The Unseen, Smoke Or Fire
and The A.K.A.'s at El Corazon

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/TALIA SORRENTINO

Two performers play their part in the Japanese student production of a Japanese
Noh performance on Mar.3

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
"The Click Five is performing at
Crocodile Cafe on Mar. 12 at 7 p.m."

"She Wants Revenge is performing at
Neumos on Mar. 12 at 8 p.m."

"Death by Stereo is performing at El
Corazon on Mar. 16 at 7:30 p.m."

—Lipika Choudhury, Managing Editor

—Sam Hardy, Features Editor

—Lan Nguyen, News Editor
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Courtyard: Thompson 's reflection
onto Horned reminds one of their
differences.

Just beyond a tarp-covered fence in a North corner of the Thompson Hall
parking lot, UPS keeps hearing reports that a building is under construction.
Recently, News writer Evan Tucker was offered the chance to see if such a
building actually existed. So, with hard-hat, orange neon vest and notepad
firmly in place, and with his guide, Construction Coordinator Jim Bosisto, in
the lead, he took his first steps through the gate bearing the sign: "Construction Personnel Only."

EXTERIOR
Walking several steps around a large green backhoe, I see my first ground-to-roof
view of the University's newest baby, Harned Hall. Or, as I call it: science's answer to
Wyatt.
It's beautiful: clean brick, concrete and brand new sparkling copper.
Scanning the front of the building, I see several unique symbols in bas relief, one
for each of the concrete pillars embedded in the face of Harned.
"That one's the tree of life, those four are the heavy metals and that's the dancing
planets," Jim explains
Later, I will ask Professor Tom Rowland about this, and he'll explain that the symbol depicts the pattern made by the elliptical-shaped orbital paths of Earth and Venus
and is called the "Dance of the Planets." The pattern is similar to patterns made by
spiralgraphs.
These medallion-like symbols are the first instance of what Jim says is the theme of
Harned Hall: "Science on Display."

ENTRYWAY
My guide leads us through the all-glass entryway, explaining as he pushes open the
temporary plywood door that we'll find a lot more science on display inside of the
entryway.
Now inside, Jim points up at the rough outline of a device called an analema; a calendaring device which may prove more widely-used than the new Exchange system.
Between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on sunny days, sunlight will bounce off the mirrored
device and reflect onto one of the prominent entryway walls. It will look like an asymmetrical figure-eight. There are marks along the path of the figure which will inform
observers of the approximate date and time.
Looking up reminds me of a rumor I've heard.
"Isn't there something about a whale?" I ask.
Jim points up to the ceiling, which can't be more than 15 feet above us.
"It'll be right there," he says.

T.-

Current Thompson Hall

Harned Hall

The Science Center

Gross Size (sq. ft.)

12,000

51,000

172,000

Net Size (sq.ft.)

73,000

27,000

59,000

10,000

10,000

Active Courtyard (sq. ft.)
Instruction Laboratories

31

Research Laboratories

33

Classrooms

21

Conference Rooms

He explains that it's a 26' long whale skeleton
that will be suspended in the entryway.
"So you know right from the beginning you're
in the science building," Jim says.
Impressed, I fall behind imagining sunlight
bouncing off the bones and have to hurry to catch
Story
up with my guide. We're now standing on the
landing of a large spiral staircase which connects
Photos b
all three floors of Harned. In the middle of the
ASU PS P
spiral is a huge opening. This, Jim says, is where`
Professor Alan Thorndike's three-story pendulum will sway.
"Three stories?" I ask.
Nodding the affirmative, we both look, reverently, upward into the bottom of th
dome which will house the top of the pendulum.
"By standing here and watching it, students can see the rotation of the Earth," Jim
says.
We stand still for another moment before moving on to the interior tour.

HAR

Science

IL

INTERIOR
We descend the still-loose stairs to begin the tour of the first floor, which houses t
Geology, Environmental Science and Physics Labs. All of these rooms are at 80-90
percent completion and alreadyMlpty V§Krij:09)nducive to learning than Thompson's window-less rooms.
Each lab is beautiful and modern. They are complete with stainless steel and gla
fume hoods, bright white walls, crisp white light, smooth wood cabinets and large
light-giving windows. Words like murky and dingy are simply not allowed.
On this floor, too, we see small-animal holding rooms and the expanded machine
and wood shop space.
Having explored every room on the first floor, we turn and make our way back
to and up the spiral staircase. We ascend the four steps up
from the entryway to the middle floor. Jim tells us that
we are now on the Biology floor.
We take a few steps down this central hallway,
which features all windows on one side, overlooking the brand new courtyard, and the rough
outline of a tile mosaic on the other. Jim tells me
that there are four mosaics in Harned, two on
the second floor and two on the third. When
viewed from across the courtyard in Thompson, the mosaics from floor 2 line up with
their counterparts on floor 3 to form 2 larger
images.
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s tairway to a 8.S This spiral
entually house a
story pendulum.

5 HALL

AL The labs on this floor are similar to those on the
first; fume hoods, sinks and plenty of light. Every
lab has been designed so that outlets and interne
ports do not obstruct viewing areas, which was
previously a problem in Thompson.
Jim leads me along the length of the hallway,
• Tucker
headed for the third floor. We exit the second
floor flamed hallway, going through an old door
g Groggel
arked "212."
Irvices GM
We are suddenly in Thompson. In an instant,
eve travel a few stairs, swing around a corner, through another old door, and just as
uddenly are back in the future, on Harned's 3rd Floor.
t's easy to forget that the hallways I just walked in Hamed are just one side of a
omplete loop, that the two buildings are connected.
This third floor, says Jim, houses the Chemistry department. The labs look similar to
hose on the first two floors, except that the number of fume hoods has tripled.
Then I notice something; we have not yet seen any lecture halls or normal classooms. I ask Jim about this, and he says that's because all classrooms in Harned are
s.
Back out in the hallway, Jim says that we will end the tour by going down into the
ourtyard.
mow 98s113 lo IIA
MAI animas! 01 svtouta COURTYARD

Display

ince the second floor entrance into the courtyard is not yet complete, we enter
hrough one of the three courtyard entrances from Thompson.
I take one step out onto the red brick surface of the courtyard and stop. Even in a
alf-complete dressed-down state, this place is something to see.
Directly in front of us sits the reason why most students on campus will know this
beautiful courtyard; the new café.
The café's gun-metal girders are a sculpture in steel. They begin
in jagged, roughly circular shape lying atop the bricks. As
they rise from the base, the metal lines form a shape entirely
their own. They slice toward the center, but are suddenly
itid violently cut off by a sloping pentagon, forming a
oof.
Soon, sheets of clear glass will connect the girders to ensure that students and faculty can sit
inside even in the wet Tacoma weather.
Jim leads me toward the middle of the
courtyard, past three contractors arguing over a set of blueprints. I look
down, getting closer to the brick
ground and see that the color is

The Trail

Courtyar
lcirge brick
pattern represents Pi at
center.

not uniform. Jim explains that the black bricks are part of a large symbolic representation of the number Pi. Science on display, I ask?
"You bet," Jim replies.
We walk up the steps toward Harned, where the large all-brick gazebo sits. There
are four beautiful and massive granite slabs which will serve as benches.
Stepping back down into the center of the courtyard, I wander over to the space
across from the new café structure. A bank of stairs sweeps down to a wide-open
space with brick walls laid at bench-level. The whole space is capped off by a stainless steel water display. It is off right now, but will soon be a waterfall, adding not
only scenic appeal, but should also help to give this area a distinct sound.
Jim walks over and explains that the dirt areas all around the courtyard will soon be
home to over 1,600 different types of native trees and plants. Later I will check out
sketches of this on the website, but for now my mind is left to visualize.
There will be four Alder trees in each corner of the brick courtyard and, in the two
corners closest to Harried Hall, there will be a path back through the trees and plants
that will have benches made of capstones from the old Thompson Fountain.
The sun is shining now and already, even with plywood sheets on the ground,
greenery not yet planted, the café glass-less, and the fountain not running, the place is
beautiful.
Thompson's old bricks have been given a professional cleaning and mesh effortlessly with Harned's new gun-metal gleam. Jim sees me admiring the newly-cleaned
bricks and points me to the clock tower.
There are astrological symbols etched into the concrete pillars. "Have those always
been there?" I ask.
"Yep," Jim says "but you couldn't see them. That's one place where we got the idea
for."
"Science on display?"
We each take a moment to look around us at the truly impressive courtyard.

Harned will be finished May 19, and there will be a two-week
layover before work begins on Phase 2: the renovation of the North
and East wings of Thompson Hall.
Harned will officially open in August, with a dedication ceremony taking place in September. If you want to get in on a class
in Harned, check out the Chemistry, Physics, Geology, Biology
and Environmental Science lab classes. They will all be in Harped
starting in the Fall.

a
ork.
Construction will be
finished by May 14.
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The teriyaki challenge: Mark reviews Tacoma's specialty
By Mark Delbrueck

mdelbrueck@ups.edu
A&E Columnist

I believe it was oil tycoon Sheikh
Yamani who once said that the
Stone Age didn't end because they
ran out of stone, the Iron Age didn t
end because they ran out of iron
and the Oil Age won't end because we run out of oil.
The same theory can be applied to the Tacoma dining
scene: The Teriyaki Age won't end because we run out
of teriyaki; God knows we've got enough of the stuff.
I simply cannot understand why there are so many of
the damn places. To think about the competition is just
mind blowing; I often ponder how they all manage to
stay in business. Then again, there are an equal number
of car companies based out of Detroit, but at least they
offer different products. With these restaurants, it's all
the same. The same prices, same menu items, same interior decor and same friendly service. But alas, does it all
taste the same? After driving past dozens of these places
on a daily basis, a proper taste-off was inevitable. So
how do these caramelized meat establishments stack up
against one another?
First up is the closest establishment to campus: Bento.
Upon studying the vast menu, which happens to make
use of the teriyaki industry standard (the one and only
numbering and lettering system -T4 for teriyaki chicken,
if you will) you'll realize that while Bento does have offerings from the Japanese cuisine, it really is a melting
pot of all things Asian.
Of course, there was only one menu item I considered:
their teriyaki chicken. Overall, the presentation was top
notch. It was served promptly in a little traditional Bento box with a small salad and classic steamed rice. The
service was excellent and friendly as usual. Chicken was
cut lengthwise, like most other joints offer. Bento's teri-

yaki was very flavorful but also very hot, and I ended up
leaving with a badly burnt tongue.
Next up is Goofy Goose. Charmingly located right
by the house of the infamous triple homicide, Goofy
Goose serves up nearly one hundred teriyaki-related
menu items. From burgers to the classic teriyaki chicken
dish, Goofy Goose definitely packs the most food for the
dollar. My take-out weighed literally around three lbs.
However, it's not all praise for the Goose. The chicken
was mediocre and had the least amount of taste in our
comparison. Also, the restaurant's salad was as white
as snow and the small container of dressing was hardly
adequate. On the other hand, I believe Goofy Goose to
have the best rice of our trio. It was properly moist, and
not dried out like the rest.
Last but certainly not least is Joy. It's a bit further
down 6th Ave, at the intersection of Proctor. It's closer to
those sketchy bar/nightclub/laundry mat strip malls you
always see cops plucking people from.
The interior decorator of Joy must have been an interesting fellow. The restaurant looks more like a German
deli or Danish café than an Asian restaurant. The famous
German lace garnishes the window, as does some very
European-looking pottery pieces. The window seat there
is ideal, as you can see both alcoholics making runs into
the quickie-mart next door for some $1.99 40's and the
mayhem that ensues across the street at the bar/nightclub/laundry mat strip.
The woman behind' the counter appeared to be very
charming and reserved. However, during my visit, as I
watched the utter Tacoma-ness of things across the street,
she morphed into quite the force to be reckoned with, as
she lashed out "No public restrooms!" at a scantily clad
dubber who proceeded to make a quick pit stop without
ordering.
Like the other teriyaki restaurants, Joy makes use of
the menu ordering system. Unlike the other two restaurants, Joy's food was by far the most flavorful. In fact,
it was so sweet that I struggled to get through the whole

PHOTO COURTESY OF IMPORTFOODS.COM

This delicious slab of chicken teriyaki and rice looks absolutely
nothing like the chicken you can expect at Bento Teriyaki,
which is the best teriyaki in town.

meal. Also of note is the free can of soda you get with
your UPS ID.
So there you have it: the summation of all things teriyaki. But who's the victor? It's hard to tell, in all honesty; the meals were so sweet that I really didn't finish any
of them. However, if I must pick one, I'd pick Bento.
First and foremost, it's the cleanest. Secondly, the food
was clearly the best in terms of flavor, portion size and
presentation. And thirdly, it's closest to campus. So next
time you need a break from the omnipresent SUB, head
on down to Bento for a little T4 action.
Mark Delbrueck has really nice jeans.

Destroyer's Rubies rock the apathy
Bajar's solo project hits the spot

By Nick Martens

nmartens@ups.edu
A&E Writer

Quirky,
idiosyncratic
pop rock is the life-blood
of independent music.
Certainly, the Arcade Fire
and Sufjan Stevens are
great, but this passion is
only sustainable by an apathetic foundation crafted
by Pavement and Guided
by Voices. Destroyer's Rubies, by (shockingly) Destroyer, is a member of the
emotionless latter camp,
and is therefore an important piece of the musical
landscape.
It must first be said that
Rubies is a difficult record.
You probably should have
a pre-established interest
in atypical music if you're
going to enjoy it. This is
not Crooked Rain Crooked
Rain or Turn on the Bright
Lights - a record that you
could give to a friend to
convince them that indie
music is better than mainstream drivel. Doing so
would only cause them
to cling tighter to Linkin
Park.
If you are already inclined towards the esoteric, however, this record is
outstanding. You will recognize that a record like
this can never be judged
by its first listen. Destroyer's Rubies is so unconventional that it is harsh
and jarring to begin with.
But as its irregular melodies establish themselves
in your mind, the album
positively blossoms. As
you come to expect its
strangeness, it becomes
beautiful.
The record opens with
"Rubies," a wayward 10minute tour of everything
Destroyer has in store for
the album. Roaring electric guitars at the outset
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Dan Bejar, lead singer of Destroyer and New Pornographers
contributor, drinks so he can understand his own music.

are followed by mellow
acoustics, leading into a
frenzied combination of
the two. The song culminates in one of the album's
highest points, with the
acoustic guitar pounding
and lead singer Daniel Bejar building up to his most
passionate lyric: "Please
don't wake me from this,
my golden slumber/ I'm
proud to be a part of this
number!"
As Destroyer fans are
keenly aware, Bejar's lyrics and vocals make the
band truly unique (Bejar
is adamant that Destroyer
is an actual band now, not
•
just
his pet project). Perhaps the lyrics do mean
something to Bejar, but to
others they are likely indecipherable. This is the
source of the emotional
disconnect in Destroyer's
music: not Bejar's lack of
passion, but his individualistic abstraction of that
passion.
For example, he sings
"I was Clytemnestra on
a good day." There is no
context for this allusion,

so it would take a classical scholar to deduce what
Bejar actually feels. On
top of that, seven of 11
tracks on this album feature some derivative of "la
la la." So infamous is his
lyrical oddness that there
is a ridiculously comprehensive drinking game devoted it, a game that would
kill any man if played for
the duration of Destroyer's
Rubies.
Bejar's ramblings about
literature, art, family and
mostly music do give the
record a genuine character. The real substance of
this record, though, comes
from its solid and diverse
instrumentation. Following the minimalist guitars
of the opener, Destroyer launches into "Your
Blood," which would be
their radio single if they
could get airplay. The addition of a lively piano
helps to curb some of Destroyer's edge, and Bejar
is at his most melodic, vocally. Sadly, these mainstream dressings make it
the one song on the album
SEE DESTROYER PAGE 13

The Infinite Monkeys Festival is an annual student theatre festival produced through
Student Theatre Productions. It has traditionally produced two student-written, fulllength plays each Spring, which are directed, acted, designed and produced entirely
by UPS students. The goals of the festival are to create high-quality, entertaining and
challenging theatre. This year was the fifth annual Infinite Monkeys Festival. The first
show of the season, "The Spread," was written by Clayton Weller and directed by Wilder
Nutting-Heath. The second show, "From Zygotes to Zombies," was directed by Holly
Coombs. Both shows played in Rausch Auditorium and were well-received by audiences. Submissions for the festival are always welcome.
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Studio art majors give an eclectic and colorful junior art review
Mechums used ranged from sound to a magnifying glass
By Katie Lind
klind@ ups .edu
A&E Writer

•
Sarah Koik's "open/close" employs various
mixed media in order to "disorient you from
the sounds that you hear on a daily basis."
It is intended to "disenchant and disconnect"
the audience from every day sounds.

The white walls of the Kittredge main
gallery have been filled colorfully and
exquisitely by the junior studio art majors
at UPS. From 3-D art to funky sound, the
junior review provides interesting insight
into each student's creative process.
"I personally find it to be valuable if
only because it allows our class to come
together and show off our work and see
what our fellow art students are passionate about before our senior year," Colin
Neagle said.
All artwork is by junior studio art majors, who each submitted three pieces
for professors to judge and decide which
pieces to display.

Friday March 10thWednesday March 15th
Walk The Line
Nightly @ 7 pm
Saturday and Sunday
Matinee @ 3:45 pm
Rated PG-13
Thursday March 16th
Tacoma Sister City
International Film & food
Festival Of Teresa (Cuba)
Doors Open @ 5:45pm
Rocky Horror Picture Show
Saturday @ 11:30pm
Blue Mouse Theatre
2611 N. Proctor St.
Tacoma, Wa 98407
253-752-9500
www.bluemousetheatre.com

"Photo and print-making professor
Janet Marcavage and sculpture professor Michael Johnson were the jurors for
this exhibit. They also serve as advisors
for the seniors and will again next year.
They selected what I consider to be the
perfect amount of work for the large
gallery," gallery director Esther Luttikhuizen said.
Luttikhuizen also explained that
the small gallery will be used to show
works from the University's permanent
collection.
The gallery. boasts a strong diversity
in both artistic mediums and different
artists.
"Everyone has at least one thing . in
the show," gallery attendant junior
Charlotte Hansen said.
Hansen has the pleasure of hearing
the gurgling and growling loop-recording of Sarah Koik's mixed-media piece
"Open/Close," which displays a full
garbage can and a garden gate fixed to
the wall next to it. 1,,
This is the first year artwork from a
single class has been collected for one
show. In past years, juniors were to submit work to the Art Students' Annual
every fall.
"Now that all the juniors have their
majors declared, we discovered that the
number of junior art majors exceeded
our expectations and would overwhelm
the student show," Neagle said. "I think
that we're around 20. For comparison,
last year's senior art major class, the
largest ever, had only around 15."
There are paintings, wood work and
steel sculptures filling up the gallery.
One will immediately see "Spider" by
Anna Froese, crawling up the wall on
shiny steel legs. She's also the creator of
"Frustrated With You," a fascinating collaboration of curved rusted steel pieces
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Anna Froese's "Spider" employs steel in a disorienting web of metal and light. Her piece, along
with other junior art majors' work, was displayed in Kittredge Gallery.

welded together, pointed up like jagged
flags.
Along with intriguing pieces come interesting titles; for example, James Ho's
"Two Months Later" and "Who Is Going to Marry Cher Again?" Both pieces
are wood sculptures, and ironically these
interesting names are deceiving to their
almost basic form and shape.
Ho explains that "Two Months Later"
is meant to imply the repetition of time
within the moon's cycle. Meanwhile,
"Who Is Going to Marry Cher Again?"
makes a statement about plastic surgery
and false imagery of the female body.

Lauren Gaither etched "Dichotomy of the Sexes" on paper. It has been described as being
about "showing a separation, or fragmentation in a relationship."

Destroyer
that quickly becomes in Your Pocket," the al- Easily the album's best
bum's fourth song, only song, it sets itself apart
tiresome.
Conversely, "Painter gets better with age. with heavy, pounding drums and suave,
jazzy guitars. Bejar
normally comes off as
an eccentric nerd, but
on this track he exudes
coolness. The album's
pinnacle comes as he
sings, "and so did I,
but at least I tried to/
fall upon that sword
and never look backka!" The drums explode and guitar wails
passionately with the
band's best melody.
This moment is the culmination of Be'ar's eccentricities, when you
realize that he knows
rrlul u Luun
ur uuvuLc.uuti
what he's doing.
'Destroyer's Rubies' is the 7th Album from Destroyer,
Of course, issues
arise with placing the
and contains neither destruction nor jewelry.

One is well advised to see what fellow
students have put effort into over the past

year.
From Koik's "Memories/Nostalgia,"
which she describes as a big pile on her
floor until she was able to assemble it
for the gallery, to Neagle's "Tupperware
Tower,' the theme of the show appears to
be a tying of mixture of thoughtful student creations together.
Neagle is excited that not only have his
fellow peers created such diverse creations, but also that he can be a part of it.
"For me, this is the first time that I have
ever actually had something displayed in
the gallery," Neagle said. "I always considered my Tupperware piece to be good
conceptually, but I never thought that
Tupperware could be beautiful."
Neagle enjoys how much the gallery
contributes to the overall appearance of
his work.
"It is amazing to see how the gallery
setting and framing can dramatically improve how your work looks. The uncluttered space and white walls really show
off the forms and colors of the works
we've created," Neagle said.
The judges of the art review hope this
will turn into an annual event, but want
to look to students and faculty for their
thoughts on the show's sucess.
"I will be asking both exhibiting juniors and faculty if they found this to be
a worthwhile exercise. If enough people
think so, I will do it again next year for
the class of 2008 and hopefully begin a
tradition," Luttikhuizen said.
The show ends Mar. 9 but some pieces
will be moved to the mini galleries (two
display cases in the basement of Jones
Hall), where they will stay for the rest of
the semester.
Katie Lind can win the Indianapolis 500
in four laps.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
strongest song early pering afterthought.
Despite its meager
in an album. Destroyer's Rubies sustains its finale, Destroyer's Rumomentum for a few bies remains strong.
tracks, but the ending Daniel Bejar may be
drags on. "A Danger- quite strange, but his
ous Woman up to a music is compelling.
Point" is a smooth, re- This album is perplexlaxed tune that would ing enough to make
feel at home in an ur- M-allcmus and Pollard
bane lounge, but noth- proud, and just catchy
ing compares to "Paint- enough to appeal to
er in Your Pocket:"
their fans. If you've
The last song, "Sick been languishing in the
Priest Learns to Last recent crop of soulful
Forever" is as worthless indie rock, this album
as its title, and taints will be your respite in
the entire experience of apathy. Just skip the
the album. It plods on last few songs.
slowly, with lyrics that
Nick Martens neither
have grown tiresome confirms nor denies aland bland and unin- legations regarding his
spired rhythms. It is a underground gambling
shame that the album
ring.
ends on such a whim-
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THE AMP 15. Moon River by Henry Mancini & Johnny Mercer
By Rachel Decker

rdecker@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
Spring break has descended
upon us.
Thank goodness.
Many of my fellow peers
will use Spring break to devote their lives to others; others will use the break to devote their life
to sun'n'fun. I am not doing either.
Spring break is one of those awkward
weeks where one is expected to do
something fun, exciting or worthwhile,
and if you have no plans to incorporate
either of these adjectives, people tend
to label you as lame. During last year's
spring break I watched college basketball, cleaned the Media House and had a
few lovely adventures with a housemate.
Some might call this lame — I thought
it was a good time. It was simple and
relaxing — a nice break from school.
In fact, I have never done anything that
most would call "outstanding" or of "incredible significance" for Spring break,
but I have always thought my breaks
were worthwhile, significant for me.
This is how I feel about old, classic
pop songs. Most people think of them
as lacking in prophetic ideas or diverse,
revolutionary melodies, like newer music might project. And thus they're just
as soon forgotten all too often. Because
they aren't showcased and played on the
same Top 40 popular stations, they often
are lost in the shuffle. Because they are
classic instead of popular, simple instead
of complex, they don't get the recogni-

tion they deserve.
"Moon River," the theme
from the movie "Breakfast
at Tiffany's," is by far one of
my favorite classic songs of
all time, in addition to Etta
James' "At Last" and "Smile"
from the movie "Modern
Times." It is one of the first
songs I learned to play on the
piano (and I think, my mother's favorite of my after-dinner performances). There are multiple versions of
the song, but the original version, with
just a simple chorus, is by far my favorite.
The song isn't like anything one
might hear on a popular radio station
today. Back in its time, it won numerous awards and captured the hearts of its
listeners, but as time has gone on, it has
fallen into the cracks and crevices that
many other songs in this same style do.
Because they are not what many consider innovative or popular, they are given
the cold shoulder. They are not songs
people will jump up and down and
scream about or profess their love for.
Yet it doesn't seem quite fair to dismiss
them simply because they aren't featured on the popular circuit. There are
still lovely, unique and classic qualities
about them that people should return to
again and again. This is also true about
"Moon River."
A beautiful oboe/clarinet melody
sweetly plays above the lower harmony
of a few simple downbeat chords, highlighting the sweet and quiet melody that
starts the song. After a few measures,
the pitch gets higher, forcing increasing-

IJNSPINNING THE WAR: A TEACH-IN
Mar. 25
10:00 a.m. Marshall Hall
Sponsored by ProgressiveUPS

Tickets are only $5.50 with
your current student ID!
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606 S Fawcett Ave
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Transamerica (R)
Fri: 2:10, 4:40, 7:00, 9:05
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:10, 4:40, 7:00, 9:05
Mon-Wed: 4:40, 7:00, 9:05
Thurs: 2:10, 4:40, 7:00, 9:05

Night Watch (Nochnoi Dozor► (R)
Fri: 4:10, 6:30, 9:00
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Brokeback Mountain (R)
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ly passionate wood instruments to rise
in intensity. This sense of sweet passion
remains throughout the song, carrying
us through to the end.
The chorus chimes in when the song
repeats, crooning softly (they actually
"ooh" at one point), with some of the
most beautiful old-fashioned lyrics ever
written:
Moon River, wider than a mile,
I'm crossing you in style some day.
Oh, dream maker, you heart breaker,
wherever you're going I'm going
your way.
Two drifters off to see the world
there's such a lot of world to see.
We're after the same rainbow's end
waiting 'round the bend,
my huckleberry friend,
Moon River and me.
These lyrics are not trying to say much
but unexpectedly do. They use beautiful language; there are two drifters to see
"such a lot of world"; the song refers to
a "dream maker, a heart breaker."
They fit with the melody incredibly
well, which is sweeping and elegant
— rising up and down with each new
measure — and each emphasized word
is held for just a few more counts than
any others. And they're sung so carefully— voices don't overpower the instruments below, nor do they rush them.
In the 1950s, "Moon River" dominated the pop charts, yet over time its popularity has decreased. It has been overshadowed, as most music is. But it still
remains a favorite of mine. It is simple
and sweet, and when I hear it played, I

can't help but smile. I can only hope
that one day I will be a drifter, looking
for the rainbow's end and my own huckleberry friend. When I find both someday, I know my smile will widen just a
little more.
Not unlike James' "At Last," it is nearly impossible to explain what makes this
song so beautiful (simply the best word
for the song). Something about the song
captures me and pulls me in. Like it is
drawing me in for a dance, rising and
falling not only with the beautiful, clear
melody, but with its description of love.
And after the dance, we're dropped off
at the rainbow's end to find our own
huckleberry friend.
Perhaps this is the same idea as with
Spring break. I may not save lives, or
party hardy with MTV in Key West,
but what I will be doing is unique and
satisfying in its own way for me and
me alone. People may tell me that I'm
wasting my time and my break, but I
know that my plans are significant and
important. I won't allow more flashy
and popular plans to overshadow mine,
or my happiness (or my break).
The same is true of my music favorites.
Of course the popular songs will always
have their charm, and many will drag me
in to love them. Yet classic songs like
"Moon River" will always capture me
even more strongly. They may not still
be popular or flashy in any way, but they
will always be timeless — I will always
find small aspects to love about them.
"Moon River' will always be beautiful
and outstanding in its own way.
Rachel Decker would someday like a
dance to this song.

Spring breaking it in New Orleans
Kara Becker

kbecker@ups.edu
A&E Assistant Editor
Ah, spring break. No
two words sound better
to a college student right
after midterms. If you re
like most of the UPS population, your spring .break
will probably consist of
some sort of beach, a Mai
Thai and a swimsuit. Or,
if you're super-cool like
me, you'll be bumming it
at home and revelling in
the amount of sleep you
can catch. Either way, it's
about being selfish.
That is, unless you're
one of 18 UPS students
flying down to New Orleans to help with the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Back before winter break,
two students decided that
they wanted to make a
difference. Seniors Peter
Daniels and Brooke Corneli started doing preliminary research on how to
plan a trip after the disaster hit Amazingly, within
two weeks of sending out
mass interest e-mails, the
number jumped up to 18
people. Encouraged and
humbled by the response,
they decided to go forward
and try to make it happen.
Their first contact came
from Steve Larson, an
alumnus who happened to
be hitchhiking across the
area when Hurricane Katrina hit. They got ahold of
him and collaborated with
the Common Ground Collective, a relief group that
works with the government
and was founded right after Katrina hit. They were
essential in making the trip
possible, as they are providing the students with
three meals a day and a
place to stay while they're

there.
Junior Drew Cameron
and freshman TaReva Warrick-Stone were immediately interested when they
heard about the trip. Warrick-Stone has been working closely with the upper
-classmen and has been in
charge of fundraising. In
her mind, there's simply
no reason not to help out.
"If you can do something
you should. It's outreach
from community to cornmunity. Our philosophy is
working in the community
with the community for
people who are trying to rebuild not only their homes
but their lives. We're not
doing it for them—instead
we are empowering them
to support themselves. It is
about solidarity, not charity," says Warrick-Stone.
So far Warrick-Stone
and her team have raised
almost $300 needed for
various supplies, such as
respirators with clean filters, and Tyvek protective
suits that must be brand
new each day. Most have
been generously donated
from the organizations
local corporate support,
Circle K. There was also a
raffle held from the money
donated by Circle K on
Mar. 9th entitled "Charity
Pays."
Originally, the trip was
estimated to have cost
about $500 per person.
This would pay for airfare,
supplies and food. However, due to the rigorous fundraising done to promote
the trip, students were able
to lower costs dramatically. The only thing they
are responsible for is the
airfare, which is approximately $250 per person.
And they're not the only
ones. Common Ground
Collective has about 2,000

college students from
around the nation planning
to help out over Spring
break as well. With such an
overwhelming response,
there was no way the relief group could say no.
However, quarters will be
tight, as Common Ground
is merely providing a
building to stay in, not hotel rooms with beds. This
means that volunteers will
be pitching tents inside or
just sleeping in sleeping
bags on the floor. This is
a minor price to pay for
everyone involved, though
they will need to make sure
that they stay highly organized as a whole, since the
possibility for the structure
to fall apart is even greater
with such a large number
of people.
The group plans to use
whatever is leftover from
fundraising towards water
and food for the trip, and to
donate the rest of the money to Common Ground.
The students will leave on
Mar. 11 and come back on
Mar. 17. They are also going to document their trip
with extensive pictures and
journal entries. With these
they hope to close the trip
by giving some sort of
presentation to the campus
community to share their
experiences.
Next time another
Spring break rolls around,
instead of booking the first
flight to Cabo, you could
keep your eyes open for
opportunities like this one.
I know I'd get a lot more
out of it than sitting on the
couch watching reruns of
"Sex and the City."
Kara Becker thinks
Drew and Lipika should
take pictures for her at the
Grand Canyon on their
romantic getaway over
spring break.
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Manifest Destiny manifested,
students prepared to conquer
By The Proteus 3000
Combat Zone Travel Agent
Road Trip! The Combat Zone has some ideas for those
of you with cars and no imaginations. Planes are expensive and filled with terrorists or at least as Fox News has
reported. So the obvious next option, unless you are a
ir 19th century Brit and you want to take the train, is driving. So jump in your Escalade and go to any one of these
exciting Combat Zone approved destinations!
Salt Lake City, Utah: This is a great destination if
you don't like drinking, smoking, caffeine or sex. What
there are are Mormons and lots of them. They believe
that Jesus came to America and buried tablets explaining how Native Americans are the lost tribe of Israel.
111 To believe this they clearly must have some killer dope,
which is why we recommend this place so highly. Also
see the Mormon temple, the worlds greatest hidden drug
lab.
Bismark, North Dakota: What can you say about the
Dakotas other than they are there and the southern one
hates abortion ... well they sure are sparsely populated.
This is precisely what makes them an ideal travel destination. If you want to drive 140 mph while being liquored to the gills, there are few better places to do it.
Additionally Bismark is only a state away from Mount
Rushmore. Ohhhh nice.
East Saint Louis, Missouri: This was once voted the
least livable city in the United States. Why you may

ask? High crime, pollution, poverty ... and well its in
Missouri, do you really need another reason? We figure
that this place needs your help a lot more than New Orleans, so go there spend your money, get mugged and
give back to the local community. See everything that
sucks about the South and the Midwest combined all in
one place!
Idaho: This place is so great we just couldn't name
a specific city. This place has it all: potato fields, nuclear reactors, arid wasteland and French names! Idaho
is no longer just a good place to drive through to get
to the great state of Montana, it now has tourist attractions. The world's second largest ball of twine (damn
you Minnesota), a pretty good corn palace, huge potatoes and mutants created by pesticides.
Carson City, Nevada: Its not Reno and Vegas but
it sure is in the middle of the same blasted salt desert.
There is still legal prostitution, gambling and the state
capital! You can't live a fulfilling life without visiting all
the state capitols. If you did, then you would miss out on
wonderful places like Salem, Sacramento, Billings and
Charlotte.
Eugene, Oregon: Hippies, hippies_and more hippies
and there is also a huge and mediocre university. This
is one of the last refuges of the hippy. They have been
hunted to extinction in most other parts of the country,
except San Francisco. Take a camera and a four wheel
drive vehicle ando on a hippy Safari!
The Proteus 30 019 slaveringly awaits the day when he can
visit his loved ones without the use of a passport.

Midterms depart, leaving path of destruction
By Dwayne Cobain
Combat Zone Arsonist
Thank God Midterms are over. Well, almost over, because today is Friday. Beginning today, many students
will begin fleeing from their dorm rooms in search of
sunnier locales. These modern nomads will search for
means to blow off steam from the long hard weeks
they've endured.
Being experts in cocking about, the Combat Zone
humbly suggests the following ways to release stress.
If you can con them into it — two chicks at the same
time.
If you can't manage that, always remember that the
internet is for porn. Failing that, most students always
have the option of melting into a gelatinous mass as their
brains become liquid mush and run out of their ears.
Once that's happened, you might as well rest in peace.
Becoming a vampire and sucking the blood of some
precious beauties might be a good idea.
Once you regain sanity, try a bottle of Scotch and a
handful of Tylenol to ease that headache.

About then, all sense of morality should have left you.
We recommend visiting your professors. We're not saying that you should kill them, but go nuts.
Once you come to and wash the blood off of your
hands, you might want to start a rampage of murder,
rape, pillaging, and destruction. Thank God for Grand
Theft Auto.
Or, if you're seeking something a little more visceral, there are always a few Freshman who have to stick
around for Spring Break. Press them into your service
and force them to Brazilian knife fight in your room.
Betting is allowed, but only at a three drink minimum.
Of course, this sort of thing needs ground rules. Always remember that the first rule of Freshman fighting
is that you don't talk about Freshman fighting.
After all that debauchery and a hard days work of
moving dead bodies, you'll need a long hot shower to
wash away the cold sweat failure once you realize that
you probably failed your midterms.
At this point, it's probably ideal to drown your newly
realized sorrows with booze that will induce a rage and
an urge to go to a gun range. At the Combat Zone, we
always see liquor, anger and guns as a good idea.
Having just riddled the gun range and several patrons
with bullets and racial slurs, it may be time to put those
hours of playing GTA to work.
Running people over with their own car is so much
fun!
At about this time, the police will probably have found
the body of your professor, and will have come to collect
you. Have fun.
Dwayne Cobain writes candidly from a swank ice hotel in
Greenland.

AT'TN: READER

Think you've got what it takes to write for the
Combat Zone? Have any amusing problems?
How about a severe lack of self esteem and the
need for just one last thing to push you over to the
edge? If so, submit an article as a word attachment
to trail@ups.edu . Each week the Combat Zone
editors will choose the best, funniest, wittiest and
most pathetic submissions to be featured in that
week's issue. Who knows ... you just might see
your name in print some day.

Students stranded
in Tacoma, resort to
desperate measures
By Khurzad Farzad
Official Combat Zone Sucker
We all know that there are some losers out there, and
we here at the Combat Zone want to help. Some of you
probably don't have any friends, money or a life, and
will be spending Spring break in Tacoma. We have
compiled a list of interesting well as interesting as it
gets around here.
You could stare at a wall. You never know what
might change in nine days. Or you will die of thirst,
which could be interesting.
Go to a car dealership and joyride. Just drown out
the screams of the salesmen with thrash metal.
Catch up on homework for the rest of the semester,
you over-achieving nerd son of a bitch.
Make bathtub gin. Its cheap, delicious and hopefully
not poisonous.
Play hide and seek with the Tacoma police. Marco!
Freeze sucker before I blast you!
Get to know the voices inside your head. Make sure
to be polite and introduce yourself.
Go streaking. "Girls Gone Wild" or "Cops," take
your pick.
Do your own beer review just like your hero Matt
Stevens. You aren't a real man until you drink a case.
Knit a sweater, to protect you from the balmy spring
weather. It's so cold, there is no God.
Go hunting at the Point Defiance Zoo, which is just
like shooting fish in a barrel, except with chimps.
Play baseball at the Tacoma Glass Museum.
Play the traditional sport of Hobo Tag. If you can get
their fortified wine you win!
Drink until you can't feel anymore, or walk, talk and
control your bowl movements.
Don't shower. It will be a nice surprise for your
friends when they get back.
Federal Way or bust!
Spend the night at Ikea, stick it to them and put together all their furniture.
Steal military secrets from Fort Lewis. We hear there
are aliens in those jets.
Kick it on the Tacoma's beaches and don't forget
your wet suit and your vaccinations. Hypothermia and
hepatitis make a deadly combination.
Re-read all the back issues of the Combat Zone.
Come on,, you know we are awesome.
Khurzad Farzad actually gets to do some of these activities. Urge. To Kill. Rising.

It's Spring Break, wh ere is your student?
By Benjamin Ngudda-Kabuye
Combat Zone Girl Gone Wild
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Chase Curtiss (25) and Zach McVey (21) expressed their
disappointment at "Brokeback Mountain's" loss at the Oscars. So these boys are showing their love for the film, and
each other. We think that's just precious.

Seeing as blowing off steam kind of went badly, it's
probably best that you flee to a foreign country. Once
again, we have some recommendations:
What happens in Cancun stays in Cancun, but the
crabs comes with you.
Drink the Bathtub Gin your friend made — if you're
lucky you won't go blind.
Go on a colonial tour! Cancun, Cabo San Lucas,
Acopulco, Iraq and Canada.
You could instead go to the third world – Miami.
You could go to Johnny Depp's Island, but it's a lot
scarier than you think, because that's where the oompa
loompas come from, and they are hungry!
Amesterdam: maaaaan the tulips, so many tulips.
Ireland, Saint Patrick's Day. Drinking with the Irish,
the people who invented violent alcoholic rage. The
Proteus 3000 is going to be there!
Find the Jade Monkey before the next full moon, ask
Indy!
Four chicks at the same time - gotta get the crabs
somewhere.
It's a holiday in Cambodia. Its tough there but it's

life. Well, until you step on a landmine.
14 hours on a plane to anywhere. Thank God for the
little bottle of vodka.
Turin. Go see if you can get yourself a gold medal.
We think you can take on a ski jumper.
Want to go to a Mexican prison? Make sure to bring
your own food with you. We aren't kidding.
Bear hunting with a knife, in Alaska. Nothing makes
you feel more alive then imminent death.
Give up hope of having a life, and play world of
warcraft. Do you have any idea how popular you could
be on the internet?
You could go to the deep south. If "Dukes of Hazaard" has taught us anything, it's nothing but car chases
and short shorts. YEEE HAH!
Russia. Anyone want blackmarket adidas, a fifth of
vodka and an AK-47 all for under $25?
Travel through time. With a duck and a microwave,
we can make it happen - just don't step on anything.
Rhode Island, we promise it will be as cool as it is in
family guy. Not a guarantee.
You can go piss on Reagan's grave ... that's right we
went there. And you can too!
Visit a Leper colony. All parts half off!
Benjamin Ngudda-Kabuye plans to eat exotic foods and
women.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Ah Spelling

•

Absolutely is spelle
with an E. See?
It's called the English
lan a uage...it's new

Your arrogance is
absolutely astounding

•

You got it!
Thumbs up for
alliteration.

02006 E llio t Trotte r

Pissed enough to say
absolutely incorrectly?

0
4)
.0
0

aa
Hey Kids! Check your local dictionary for more information on spelling and grammar.
"HEN, You," cute guy
who always wears dress
shirts, I see you in the
cafe all the time. Stop
being such a tease and
ask me out!
"HEY You," sugar t**s,
you slay me!
"HEY You," I can't
wait for my brother to
break up with his girlfriend so I can have
sex with his sister.
"HEY You," pumpkin
flashlight, I want you
back in my life.
"HEY You," fish boy,
it's called kielbasa,
not cabossy, and no,
you cannot call it
cabossy. It's not a
f**Icin word.
"HEY You," sorry for
drinking half of your
keg, but hey, you got
to admit, all those
keg stands made
your party a lot more
interesting.
"HEY You," drummer
in "Kiss Me Kate,"
sweet rap beat for the
general's enterance,
you unprofessional
bastard.
"HEY You," ruiner of

fun, let your roommate get plastered
with us. It's about
time he passed out
and woke up with a
zebra face.

"HEY You," Sigma
Chi, mind your own
business.

"HEY You," Big
White, you're about
to be stormed by six
of the drunkest men
in America. I hope
you're ready.

"HEY You," Track
Team: no!

"HEY You," you don't
have to break up with
your boyfriend to be
able to talk to him.

"HEY You," tonicity
your life!

"HEY You," if your
text message is more
than 1 screen long,
just call.
"HEy You," where'd
your braids go? Wanna
make out?
"HEY You," new Prez,
awesome!

"HEY You," stop
blaming your PlayStation losses on the
computer and weed.
It's time to admit who
the superior gamer is.
"HEY You," short
News Editor, grow a
little bit, why don't
ya!
"HEY You," there are
no moments.

"HEY You," don't
pee in the bathtub
anymore.
"HEY You," housemate, don't run your
car in the house
anymore!

us for the photo club
... jerk!
"HEY You," fix your
lamp. Our house
smells because of it.
"HEY You," Track
Team, quit being such
Nancies. You will get
what's coming to you.
"Hey You," Sportscenter, with super
strength and endurance, stop shaving
your legs!
"HEY You," lid who
thinks that women are
spatially challenged
and will only improve
by playing Tetris 15
minutes a day, it's
great that you're such
a monster at Tetris, but
maybe we have better
things to do with our
time!

"Hey You,"
Thetas, I though you
was gunna be my personal freak and s**t.

"HEy You," believe
me when I tell you
how lovely and amazing you are!

"Hey You," Photo
guy, way to not choose

"HEy You," stop
following me!

eedom
tiake Mall, 400 Pine St at 3:00pm
For more info call 206-652.8901

"HEy You," campus,
stop doing weird, stupid
s**t! We at Security are
sick of it!

"HEy You," what's
skeet?

"HEY You," quad, we
need a reunion.

"Hay You," guy with
the mullet, I think your
calves need a little more
• work.

"HEY You," ibhod, I
love you!

"HEY You," stop asking
me to donate to the
lamest senior gift ever!
"HEY You," Spring,
come now!

"HEy You," ASUPS
boy, ask her out already!
We're all getting really
impatient.

"HEy You," in the sub
late at night, I am not
there for fun, and I do
not want to hear your
music, so turn it down!

"HEY You," with the teal
bedroom, wanna make
out?

"Hey You," cute freshman without a car,
wanna ride?

"HEY You," West palm
Beach, get ready for
UPS lacrosse.
"HEY You," let me print
my name as voice of the
people.
"HEy You," you'll never
get the A-Phi paddle
back!

"HEY You," don't take
your shirt off at the
bowling alley.

"HEY You," don't puke
out my car window
after bowling.

"HEY You," don't walk
eight guys in a game.

"HEY You," no sex like
bunnines in my room,
that's all I ask!

"HEY You," my baby's
daddy, stop getting me
pregnant!
"HEY You," blondie
that sits in front of me in
COMM 204, what's up?
We should kick it.
"HEY You," obnoxious
girls at the end of the
Black Violin Concert,
thanks so much for
ruining the moment.

"HEy You," UPS
lesbians: Where are you
hiding?
"HEY You," what were
you thinking last night?

"HEY You," you were
really good, but I'm
going to get you back
for giving me the flu ...
just wait for it!
"HEy You," kid with
the dirty mullet, what
are you thinking?
"HEN, You," Crew
Team, yes!

"HEY You," I want you.

"HEY You," I want to
rent your house!

DOWN
1.To remove dishes
2.Use your beans, noggins,
or
3.New email system
5.Lab rats new haven
6.Just get by
7.Starts today!!!!
10.Shaun Alexander's
specialty
11.aka Lucifer
12.Business major's

ACROSS
1.UPS ice worm
investigator
4.Car topper for
skis
8.Mountain topper
9.Scribe's job
11.25 down is
mono, for example
13.Simplicity
15.Requirement
17.Professors lackeys
18.They wore white
boots
20.He floated like a
butterfly
21.Slobodan Milosevic, for example
22."Nick-at"
24.Beginners
25.Next Tuesday's
Jewish holiday
26.Simile, for example
28.Pencil toppers
job
29.
What a
midterm does to
students

111111

I

aspiration
14.Satan's specialties
16.Just a guess
19.Ort ... no, really, it's ort
20.Nail polish remover, for
example
21.01d photo styles
23.Promise note
25.Everybody wants a piece
27.70s synth band, very
positive
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THE TRAIL CLASSIFIEDS POLICY
The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning, notice or refund. The Trail shall not be held liable for the content or
accuracy of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. The Trail
reserves the right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad, and without notice. The reader agrees not to use the The Trail's Classified/"Hey
You" ad section to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content; commit libel or false accusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or
discriminate in any way shape or form. Although The Trait strives to accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You ad, providing a service
for the UPS community, The Trail always has the final say in the final copy of the Classifiedf'Hey You" ad section.
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Baseball gets second win and two more losses in conference match ups
By Sean Duade
sduade@ups.edu
Senior Sports Writer

V

I

110

The Loggers had a lot of baggage heading into this
weekend's series with Willamette. The team knew it was
playing in the shadows of both the men's and women's
basketball teams and they were sporting a 1-7 record
heading into their first NWC games of the season.
In the opening two games of the series, played Mar.
4, the Loggers stumbled, showcasing both their potential
and their bad luck. In the first game Puget Sound scored
in bunches, but the pitching wasn't there, losing 8-7. In
the second game the pitching showed up, but the team's
bats disappeared, losing again 2-4.
In the third game on Mar. 5 the team had its offense
and its pitching on the same page, winning 6-3. While the
team's weekend ended on a high note, its beginning, was
to say the least, inauspicious.
Taylor Thompson took the hill in the opener against
Willamette. He allowed four earned runs in just twothirds of an inning.
Puget Sound coach Brian Billings had seen enough
after Thompson walked the Bearcats number nine hitter
Adam Holden to load the bases. Billings called in Ryan
Gustafson for relief. Gustafson worked quickly, striking
out Willamette's leadoff man Sam Anderson to stop the
bleeding, ending the top of the first with a 0-4 deficit.
"In the first game we came in expecting to get a good
start and we struggled in the first couple of innings. We
had some defensive hiccups and that cost us," Logger
pitcher Quentin Flores said.
Dispite the mishaps, the Loggers refused to give up.
"We kept fighting and didn't give in. The key for us
is to come into games with a lot more intensity, ' Flores

said. "We tend to be a little lackadaisical and we need to
pick it up so we can be the teams starting out 4-0 in the
first as opposed to being down 0-4 in the first."
The Bearcat pitchers didn't fare much better then
Thompson in the early going, as Willamette starter Clint
Moran couldn't find the strike zone, issuing eight walks
in two and two-thirds innings' work, giving up two runs.
The difference was that Moran wriggled out of trouble
where Thompson could not.
Left fielder Chris Dunbar led off the bottom of the inning with a double and short stop Shaun Kiriu followed
with a walk. Then designated hitter Joe Newland walked
to load the bases with one out. When left-handed first
baseman Tanner Webber stepped in the batters box, he
barely needed to lift the bat from his shoulder as Moran
delivered four wide ones, walking home Dunbar, cutting
the score 1-4.
Second baseman Sean Bayha then struck out, and center fielder Brent Wiedenbach gently grounded to second,
leaving the bases loaded and Billings' gut churning.
Remarkably though, Thompson wasn't saddled with
the loss as the Loggers would actually tie the game at
seven, with a three-run seventh inning, thanks to a tworun home run by Dunbar and an RBI single by A.J. Jorg.
Puget Sound couldn't take advantage though, as Devon
Zeller allowed a homerun to Anderson in the ninth to give
the game its final score.
The Loggers entered their Mar. 5 contest with Willamette having lost their last three games, and nine out
of their last 10. The record spoke for itself that they were
underachieving, and most of the team knew it.
"To this point the record doesn't matter that much to
us, but individually I think a lot of guys feel like they are
underachieving," Flores said. "The good thing is that we
aren't playing to our full potential and when we do we
can become a very dangerous team."

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMACIDO

Chris Dunbar lines a double out to left field in a recent game.
Flores entered into the game as the team's most reliable
starter and he wouldn't disappoint, hurling five innings
and giving up two earned runs.
The Logger bats fell silent for the first three innings but
then awakened to score six runs over the course of the last
six innings. The offensive charge was led by Webber and
center fielder Shaun Messereli, both of whom chipped in
two RBI's.
Tom Glassman sealed the game and finished with his
first win of the season, and the Logger's second victory
of their '06 campaign.
"Out best baseball is still ahead of us and as we keep
competing and meshing as a team we will continue to
get better," Flores said. "The key is that we get better
though."
Sean Duade really won the ASUPS election. Give up already.

Loggers hockey club splits in final weekend, loses in finals to Walla Walla
By Shanell Doane
sdoane@ups.edu
Sports Writer

I

I

The final games for the UPS hockey
club team rolled their season to a halt at
Sprinker Ice Arena last weekend with a
small four-team tournament, which included Walla Walla, Western Washington,
UPS and a Coast Guard team that was
thrown in unexpectedly when the University of Idaho suddenly dropped out.
The final scores were a 14-4 win for
UPS against the Coast Guard on Mar. 3
and a disappointing 6-4 loss against Walla
Walla in the final round on Mar. 4.
Although the players were happy to
make it to the finals, some wanted a different opponent.
"We were hoping to play Western Washington again since there's still a lot of bad
blood between us from last time," Brian
Starr said.
Walla Walla beat Western Washington
9-4 for a shot at the championship.
The first game for UPS didn't bring
much suspense due to the constant and
exceptionally big lead over their lastminute competitors. Howdy Tuthill and
Brett Wodds each notched three goals.
Captain Scott Brozena, Logan McKinnon
and Pat Riley all scored one. Brozena had
four assists, Starr three and Alisa Morino
had one.
Both the players and the fans made up
for the lack of suspense with lighthearted
(and possibly alcohol-induced) antics between plays, which included players joining together for a mini dance contest in
the latter half of the game and some table

dancing in the score box from an adoring
fan. While some had fun, others were a
little disappointed that the game wasn't
taken seriously.
"Everyone got a little crazy towards the
end when we all realized it wasn't much
of a game," sophomore Erin Bakkens
said.
The victory in the first game brought
them into the second and final game of
the tournament, where, despite their hard
work, they lost to Walla Walla.
Despite losing, the team left the arena
in high spirits.
"It was a fun game because everyone
was trying their best," McKinnnon said.
"Win or lose, that'sgonna be fun."
Mike Selberg made two goals, Ben Lee
had an assist and both Starr and Brozena had goals and assists. It was evident
that the team was very determined to end
the season with some passionate playing
time.
"This game really meant a lot to us,"
Starr said. "It was the final game for all
the seniors who've worked so hard getting the team to where we're at and we
really wanted to win it for them."
The game was close and everyone was
on the edge of their seats as both teams
fought for the lead and ended up with a
tie by the beginning of the third period.
Walla Walla slipped two goals in the last
minutes of the game and had a controversial third after the buzzer.
"We really wanted to win this game,"
Brozena added. "But the team will be
back next year looking to return to and
this time wm the championship game."
Shanell Doane-have you seen her guys?
Smokin' hot! Wow!

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/NICK KIEST

Ben Lee (14), Scott Brozena (back) and Mike Selberg (right) after a Brian Starr (center) goal.
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Where will YOU live
next year (or even this
summer)?
You can find apartment, house,
and room listings at:
www.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus
Other questions about living offcampus? Visit our office, send us
an email, or even IM us!
WSC 2031 offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: UPSoffcampus

I

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/NICK KIEST

Logger forward Howdy Tuthill steals the puck away from a Walla Walla defender. The Loggers lost
the game 6-4 in the championship game of the tournament to Walla Walla.
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Softball off to an undefeated conference start ' a
ever, the most important statistic may be their combined
six wins.
wholden@ups.edu
The third strength of this year's Logger bailers could
Assistant Sports Editor
be found in their first two game set against the Boxers of
George Fox, as UPS was able to minimize any possible
Early this season the Loggers have been able to come blunders while capitalizing on most, if not all, of those
up with the offensive production to put themselves over committed by Fox.
The first game was a tight contest that saw a heated
the top. The double headers on Mar. 5 and Mar. 6 were
no different for new freshman sensation Katie Sabol and pitchers' dual between George Fox's Kayla Winkler and
UPS, as they defeated George Fox 2-0 and 8-6 as well as Herlache.
While the game would remain tight throughout, with
Lewis & Clark 13-4 and 8-4. On Mar. 7 UPS split their
double header with Concordia, losing the first game 11- Winkler allowing just seven total base runners. Herlache
0, but came back strong in the second with a 3-0 win. allowed just four base runners on the day and the Loggers
would prevail off RBI singles from senior Jennifer Herod
UPS is now 7-1 overall and 4-0 in conference.
So far the Loggers have opened up the season on a sol- and Raeburn. Herlache came away with a 2-0 victory.
"Adrian played a huge role in our win the first game,"
id six-game winning streak, and it has been due, in large
part, to the hitting of the middle of their lineup coupled senior Laura Fujita said. "She didn't let them get any momentum and that definitely led to our win."
with solid pitching and mistake-free softball.
In the second game, each team was a little more offen"It is very exciting to be able to come into this program
that is starting off so amazingly," freshman Victoria Rae- sively minded, but the final result was the same, as UPS
burn said. "It is exciting and hopefully will be the start was able to ward off several George Fox rallies to secure
an 8-6 victory.
of an outstanding season.
The Loggers were aided greatly by homeruns from FuSo far this season, solid efforts by some youngsters,
Raeburn and Sabol, together with the plate performances jita and Raeburn and doubles from Gee and Sabol, all of
of veterans junior Lindsay Fujita and senior Hailey Gee, whom totalled two hits. Raeburn also took the hill for
have all produced averages above .380 and accounted for UPS and went six innings while giving up six runs, five
of them earned. Herlache relieved her in the seventh,
all of the team's nine homeruns.
got three quick outs and
"I personally would nevrecorded the save.
er want to pitch against the
The
victories
over
three of us in a row. I think
that our line-up is going to
"I personally would never want to pitch George Fox gave head
be one of the best in the against the three of us in a row. I think that coach Robin Hamilton her
400th and 401st wins of
league this year," Raeburn
said. "Having solid hit- our line-up is going to be one of the best in the her coaching career, something her team was happy
ters can get our offense on league this year."
Victoria Raeburn to give her.
a roll which will help out
"It is awesome to be a
a lot, especially in close
freshman pitcher
part of her success," Raegames like we're going to
burn said. "Robin is the
start seeing."
best coach I could ever ask
Many o the Loggers feel
that everyone on is team is capable of producing of- for, and to help contribute to her success is something I
think this team will always be proud of."
fensively.
The team's veterans also gave praise to Hamilton.
"We definitely have some powerhouse hitters that
"She's a great person," Fujita said. "She works so hard
have and will bring in a lot of runs," Fujita said. "But I
think that our team really relies on the entire lineup, one for us and she deserves this more than anyone."
Each game also saw great performances by all aspects
through nine. When someone isn't having a great day,
of the Logger defense.
there's someone else who will pick them up."
"Adrian and I both work hard for the sole reason of
Pitching has also been a strong point of this Logger
squad as well, as they boast a pitching staff of senior helping our team succeed," Raeburn said. "But we aren't
Adrian Herlache and Raeburn, which has only walked the only ones out there working our butts off. Our infield
six batters over 40 innings while striking out 3(). How- is so solid and our outfield is full of speed and all have
By Will Holden

great arms."
In the double header against Lewis & Clark, the Loggers again swung big sticks, the biggest of which elonged
to Sabol, who went 5-6 on the weekend with three
homeruns, one double, eight RBI, five runs scored and
two walks.
In the first match-up, Sabol was a triple short of the cycle, going 3-3. Sabol's offensive production along with
that of senior Meghan Watson, Gee and Raeburn, who all
had two hits a-piece, helped propel the Loggers to a 13-4
shelling of the Pioneers.
Herlache helped earn UPS' decisive victory, pitching
all five innings of the shortened game and allowing four
runs on seven hits.
The second game held more of the same for each team
as UPS was again on the offensive, handing the Pioneers
an 8-4 loss. The Loggers were not alone in their offensive
production, as they were actually out-hit by the Pioneers
11-9. UPS won because of timely hits, accentuated by
homeruns from Gee and Sabol, that led UPS to victory.
Sabol has five home-runs already this season, in just
eight games played. Sabol is leading the conference in
average, home-runs, slugging percentage, total bases and
on-base percentage.
The second match of the double header again saw a
Logger pitcher go the distance, as Raeburn pitched all
seven innings allowing four runs, three of them earned.
The Loggers have come out hot, but perhaps will get
their season's first real test in their games coming up on
Mar. 11 and 12 when they will host the number-one team
in the preseason coaches poll, the Linfield Wildcats. But
Raeburn has UPS' key to success.
"We have so much positive energy with this team, but
it is hard to always stay pumped," Raeburn said. "But as
long as we keep up good-energy, we will be successful in
one way or another."
UPS knows that the competition will be upped, but
they also believe they are ready for it.
"Of course there is some anxiousness, but I'm more
excited to compete," Fujita said. "I have no doubt that we
will come with it."
From here on out, the Loggers will take a kill-or-be
killed attitude embodied by their senior ace into their
tough conference schedule.
"You can't overlook anybody, because every team in
the NWC is competitive," Fujita said. "If we keep playing with the same intensity we've brought to our last six
games we have a chance of defeating any team we come
up against."
Will Holden has a sneaky suspicion that Matt is correct in
his assessment that pro basketball sucks butt.

Logger Sport Shorts: men's and women's lacrosse, tennis, track & field, women's golf
By Matt Stevens

mrstevens@ups.edu
Sports Editor

Men's Lacrosse
Men's club lacrosse lost both games on
Mar. 4 and Mar. 5 matching up against
perennial powerhouse Montana and
Southern Oregon. The Montana Grizzlies defeated
the UPS Lagers
20-2 on Mar. 4
on an absolutely
spectacular day,
though sparsely
attended game at
Mason Middle
School in Tacoma. On Mar. 5
UPS traveled to
Ashland, Ore.
but fell again 6ASIIPS PHnTOSFRVICFS/GRR;
11. Montana is
GROGGEL now 4-0 on the
Charlie Kawisha sprints year and Southern Oregon is
downfield in a recent 3-1. Montana
was the B Divigame.
sion champion
in 2005.
The Lagers are currently 1-3 in division
play and 1-5 overall. UPS is currently in
fourth place in the North B division of the
Pacific Northwest Collegiate Lacrosse
League. Puget Sound is off until Apr. 2
when they host Albertson College at Mason.

Thrower Tara Horn recorded a new personal record and qualified for the NWC
Championships in the hammer. Her mark
of 36.24m is the second-best mark in
Puget Sound history.
Other women winning their events were
Liana Roberts in the woman's 1,000m run
and freshman Katie Craig in the women's
pole vault.
Winners on the men's side were senior
Burch Greene in the men's 100m dash,
sophomore Pete Van Sant in the men's
200m dash, sophomore Trevor Hamlin in
the men's 1500m run, Stephen Peacock
in the men's 10,000m run, freshman Nick
Cronenwett in the men's 110m hurdles,
Stewart Decker in the men's 400m hurdles, senior Brian Kramer in the men's
high jump, Greene in the men's high
jump, Kramer in the men's long jump,
junior Mark Conrad in the men s triple
jump, sophomore AJ Middleton in the
men s shot put, freshman Greg Bailey in

the men's shot-put and sophomore Cody
Dean in the men's hammer throw.
The men's team of sophomore Brycen
Bye, Van Sant, Burch and freshman Isaac
Blum also won the 4x100m relay. The
same team won the 4x400m race.
The UPS men ran away with the overall point total, scoring 131 to Seattle Pacific's 31 and Lewis & Clark's 30. The
UPS women notched 45 points to Seattle
Pacific's 87 while Lewis & Clark could
only muster 38.
The Loggers will be competing at home
against next weekend when they host the
Joe Peyton Invitational on Mar. 11 at 11
a.m.

freshman Jessica Knight.
Knight scored
three goals
in the effort.
Senior Molly
Downey also
had a goal.
"It was a
miserable
game," senior
captain Megan
Nelson said
afterwards. "It ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JESS WILKERSON
was hailing
and ridiculous- Senior Kate Cuno hustles
ly windy. That down a defender in a reis the cold- cent game.
Women's Lacrosse
The Logger women travelled to Mc- est I've ever
Minville, Ore. on Mar. 8 to battle fierce been."
Sophomore Julie Weis also scored a
rival Linfield. UPS lost to the Wildcats 7goal for the Loggers. UPS is bound for
6 in a hard fought game.
Leading the Loggers on offense by Florida for their spring break, where they
will play five team that were in the NCAA
tournament last year.

Track & Field
The Puget Sound Loggers opened up
the 2006 outdoor track and field season
on Mar. 4 with a tri-meet against Seattle
Pacific and Lewis & Clark. The Loggers
came away with 29 Northwest Conference qualifying marks and one NCAA
provision qualifying mark.
Triple jumper Jena Robinson won the
women's triple jump with a mark of
11.38m, good enough to provisionally
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAM MICHAEL
qualify her for the NCAA Championships in May. The mark also set a new Logger distance runners led the way at the opening meet of the season for the Loggers. The
meet record.
UPS men finished in first place, defeating both Seattle Pacific and Lewis & Clark.

Tennis
The UPS women moved to 4-1 in conference by winning both of their weekend match-ups. The Loggers defeated
Whitworth 5-4 on Mar. 4 and then turned
around to blow out Whitman 7-2 on Mar.
5. Both games were on the road.
The Logger men hosted this weekend,
and came away with a split. On Mar. 3
they defeated Whitworth 6-1 but fell 0-7
against Whitman on Mar. 4. Both teams
match up with Lewis & Clark and Pacific
on Mar. 11 and 12, the women at home
and the men in Ore.
Women's Golf
On Mar. 4 and 5 the women's golf
team came away with their first win of
the season. Led by senior Laura Stafford,
who shot a 167, the Loggers beat second
place Linfield 34 strokes. The Logger's
final score was 715 to Linfield's 749.
Stafford's score earned her third medal.
Junior Emily Lau also notched a 168 for
the Loggers.
Matt Stevens will kick your butt in the
NCAA tournament pool, so you had better
show up so he can unveil his wrath.
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Andy Rex: physics professor and official scorer chats with The Trail
By Joe Engler
jengler@ups.edu

Sports Writer

How many of you have attended a UPS basketball
game and said to yourself, "Man, that referee-looking
guy at the scorer's table sure looks like my Physics professor." Well, wonder no more, because that is our very
own Andy Rex, your Physics professor. Here at The
Trail, we recently sat down with the UPS professor to
find out more about him and his double life.
IF Andy Rex grew up in the state of Illinois and attended
— Illinois Wesleyan University, a liberal arts college very
similar to UPS. He got his Ph.D at the University of
Virginia and came to UPS right out of graduate school.
Professor Rex has been teaching Physics at UPS for 24
years. He has been the official scorer at basketball games
for 17 years.
Trail: What do you like most about teaching?
si Rex: Well, I like everything about it. The big thing is
w• working with the students, the interactions, seeing them
learn and progress over their years here. It's also gratifying to see what they do after they leave here. Believe it
or not, they actually .do go on and have productive careers, almost all the time. And that's nice to see; it's nice
to be able to play a role in that.
Trail: Favorite memory?
Rex: It would be hard to pick one. After 24 years,
there are so many students that have great achievements.
Many have gone on to science and teaching, as well as
other things.
Trail: After 24 years of teaching, is there one thing
you wish you could change?
Rex: I really don't, I'd be hard pressed to think of
something. This is a great place and I like teaching here.
It would be hard to think of something, maybe a little
less rain.
Trail: What exactly do you do at the basketball
games?
Rex: I'm the official scorekeeper. That is an official
position in the NCAA. There's what is called the official scorebook which is the official record of the game.
The scorebook contains vital information, which are the
points scored by each team, by each player, fouls by each
` player, timeouts and any special notations that have to
— go down like technical fouls. There are other people at
the scorer's table who do statistics, like how many turnovers or steals you have. That's not, per se, an official
record, that's justsomething for the fans, for the teams.
The , official- gnoteiceeper -is something that's required at
the game.
Trail: So when the referee signals for a foul?
Rex: I write it down, that's directed right at me. He
RiP looks at me, gives the number, I right it down. That is
one of the more important things I have to keep track of
because of the harsh five-and-you're-gone rule. I have
to keep track carefully. If there ever is a mistake made,
and, you know, I'm human, I can make a mistake, then
the teams will want to check it. We can correct mistakes,
because we have a lot of checks. If I ever give a foul to
.L the wrong person or mark wrong points , we have checks
Wand balances.
Trail: Do you ever get caught up watching the game
and miss something?
Rex: No, I can't let myself do that. The way the team
plays now, the style of play has changed over the last
years, in 'particular the last several years. With this rapid style of play, you can't afford to blink. I've actually
found, with their system of pressing all the time, they
'score a basket and I can be writing it down, getting it in

r

Men's Basketball
the rest of the game. After Curtiss' shots
tied the game, McVey went on to score
nine points in the next three minutes,
and finish the
half with 18
points. A Josh
Walker lay-up
with just over
five minutes
left ultimately
sealed the lead,
as the Loggers
pulled ahead
74-73. From
here UPS held
on for an 8981 victory over
a very worthy
Occidental Tigers team.
"Our money
.ASUPS PHOTOSERV10ES/MATT
LOEWEN players came to
play late, and
Freshman point guard our role players
Antwan Williams came to play,"
Bridgeland
notched 14 points said.
Zach McVey
against the tigers.
was UPS' leading scorer and
rebounder in the game, finishing with 26
points and nine rebounds. Chase Curtiss
finished with 20 points, including what
some would say were the pivotal • ints
in the game, and five assists. Fresi II an

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/JESS WILKERSON

Andy Rex has been keeping score for Logger Basketball teams
for 17 years and is showing no signs of stopping.

the right place, writing down the basket and the time,
and in the meantime they've stolen the ball and made
another basket. So you really can't let yourself get overly
excited.
Trail: How did you get involved with this position?
Rex: I got involved because I knew the person in the
athletic department,
department, the facility head manager, Robin
Hamilton.
was the associate director of athletics.
What they wanted then and still do, is a competent adult
and professional operation. Someone who the officials
respect and someone who is mathematically competent.
She asked me to do it and I was glad to do it, because I
like going to the games anyway. rye gone to the basketball games since I've been here. It's a way to support the
kids which is what I was doing anyway.
Trail: Will you continue to do it for a while?
Rex: I expect to continue to do it if they'll have me. I
enjoy it, particularly now with both men's and women's
teams so successful. It's a fun thing to do, but like anything, it's a lot more fun when you're winning. I would
do it anyway, because I want to be there and support the
players. I love the players and what they do and the fact
that they're student athletes. Good students and good
athletes too. So that's the benefit, but it's really a bonus
when they're in the playoffs, and playing other good
teams. The whole atmosphere is just a lot more electric
in a playoff situation like we've had the last couple of
years.
Trail: So when we get to host a tournament game like
we did this year, your season is extended as well.
Rex: Right, that was not on the schedule. It's an inter- .
esting thing. There are people not just from the visiting

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Antwan Williams stepped up in his first
NCAA tournament game, scoring 14
points for the Loggers.
Next up for the UPS Men's Basketball
team is a trip to Appleton, Wisconsin. to
play in the third round (the Sweet 16)
of the NCAA tournament. In that round,
the Loggers will face Augustana University, who had a record of 21-5, comparable to UPS' 21-4. This game takes
place in Lawrence University's Alexander Gym on Mar. 10. With a win, the
Loggers would play the winner of the
other third round match in Alexander
Gym, either Illinois-Wesleyan or host
team Lawrence.
Going into the Sweet 16, the dynamic
of the UPS team is an interesting one.
"The seniors aren't as excited because
it's a 'been there, done that twice' sort
of thing. Two years ago everyone was
doing cartwheels, like Sweet 16!' Now,
things are more calm, and the seniors
are asking 'How do we win this one?',"
Bridgeland said.
But the freshmen class is still doing the cartwheels, so to speak, as they
have never been to the NCAA tournament before. Bridgeland hopes this mix
of youthful vigor and veteran focus will
give the Logger men a balanced drive
that will help them get into the later
rounds of the tournament.
Chris Jason is still a little sad about that
whole shish kabob thing.

school, but there are NCAA representatives. They come
to make sure everyone runs according to the book. They
have lots of rules and regulations that pertain to NCAA,
that don't apply to regular season games administered by
the school and conference. It's a little different, a little
more formalistic. It's interesting to see how it works. You
see the NCAA games on TV, but now you get to see what
goes on behind the scenes.
Trail: Do you have a best memory as a scorekeeper?
Rex: I'd have to say the playoffs games that we've had
the last couple of years. Particularly our first playoff game
that we had a couple of years ago against Pomona Pitzer.
Then last year we had that really exciting last minute win
against Buena Vista. It's also interesting, though it's sad
to be on the losing side, to see a team like Stevens Point,
who came here last year and won and ended up winning
the national championship. It's interesting to see what
a number one team looks like, the kind of athletes they
bring and their coaching. Where we are geographically,
we don't get to see teams like that very often. On those
rare times when those teams come out here, it's fun.
Trail: Do you or did you play any sports?
Rex: I wasn't much of a basketball player-my career
there ended in eighth grade. The main sport I play now is
golf with some guys m the Chemistry department. Otherwise I'm a runner; I run 30-40K a week.
Trail: Do you follow March Madness at all?
Rex: I do a bit. The Division I is fun to watch, but it's
kind of almost like the NBA though, kind of too much of
a commercial product.
Trail: Any team you're pulling for this year?
Rex: Not so much. I like the local teams, Washington
and Gonzaga. I don't think Virginia is going anywhere
this year.
Trail: What UPS player do you most enjoy watching?
Rex: The guy who probably stands out to most fans is
Chase Curtiss. The intensity he brings to the game, he's
obviously the leader of the team. I really enjoy watching
him play.
Trail: Who would win in a one-on-on game?
Rex: I think it would be part hilarious and part sad to
watch, a 50-year-old guy going up against a star athlete
like that. Maybe if he were tied to the hoop I'd have a
chance.
Trail: What about in golf?
Rex: Golfing, yeah. I might be able to give him a go
there. I don't know if he has ever tried it.
Trail: If you could be the top athlete in the sport of
your choice or the top scientist in the field of your choice,
which would you choose?
Rex: I think I'd take science, that's what I do.'In athletics, it seems fame is rather fleeting, but science is something you can pursue all the time:
Trail: Any plans for when you're done teaching?
Rex: Wow, that's a good question. I really enjoy
traveling with my wife and we travel a lot around the
country. Maybe do a little more foreign travel. That's
pretty far in the future, don't write me off just yet.
Andy Rex afterthought: You can single out a particular player like Chase Curtiss, but they aren't any good
without the team. I'm part of a team too. There are other
people, along with the official scorekeeper, who work
together. Russ Jones, who sits next to me, he runs the
scoreboard and clock. A lot of our functions overlap so
we have to work together very closely. John Wong, who
sits next to Russ, runs the shot clock. That's obviously an
important operation and he has to work with both of us.
And those guys have been doing it for as long as I have.
We've been a team for a long time. It's not just one guy.
Joe Engler pursued his research for this article by moving
into Andy Rex's attic for two weeks, unbeknownst to Prof. Rex.
-

Women's Basketball
points in the closing nine minutes of the'
half. With the Loggers holding up the
Lutes on defense and firing it up on offense, the game went to half with a dead
even score 25-25.
The opening four minutes of the second
half were reminiscent of the final minutes
of the first half. The Loggers and the Lutes
were both going after the game.
Ramirez sunk back-to-back free throws
to tie the game at 29, which only sparked
the Lutes to take off and never look back.
PLU went on another scoring streak, this
time putting up 11 points to UPS' two.
The Loggers were unable to post a response like they did in the first half, thus
the Lutes continued their run unchecked.
After the tie score, the closest the Loggers
ever came was six points.
The Loggers were able to get the shots
off in the second half. In fact, they put
up more shots than the Lutes but unlike
UPS, PLU's shots went in. PLU shot 60.9
percent, 14-25 on twos and 3-5 on threes,
while UPS only shot 26.9 percent, making only 6-25 twos and 2-8 threes.
A difficult second half on offense led the
Loggers to their lowest scoring game of
the season, with a 62-50 loss to the Lutes.
Despite the season ending low point, there
were plenty of highlights throughout the
Loggers three-and-a-half-month. season.
The Loggers ended with an overall
record of 23-6,13-3 in the conference. This
includes a 10-game winning streak start,

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
ing on Jan. 6 with a win against George
Fox and ending with a loss to Whitman
on Feb. 11. The Lady Loggers only lost to
four teams this season: Regis, Whitman,
Lewis & Clark
and PLU.
Their highest
scoring game was
a 100-81 victory
over Northwest
University. UPS
scored, on average, 73.1 points
per game.
Graduating key
players, Carnahan
and Keaton, will
be hard on the
team. Keaton averaged 14 points
a game on the Acl I .S
season and shot
CHIVES
80 percent from Sophomore
guard
the free throw line
making 57 out of Laura Hirsch drives in
71. Sarah Carna- a recent game.
han scored 11.5
points this season,
stole the ball 37 times from the opponent
and had 6.5 rebounds a game.
Next year, the Loggers will rely on juniors Ramirez and Adderely to carry the
team in another successful season.
Helen MacDonald misses the bowling alley,
but vows to never return.
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Logger Men corral Tigers for Sweet Sixteen Women's basketball loses to Lutes for third time
Logger seniors finish with career record of 83-25
UPS travels to Wisconsin to battle Augustana, Lawrence
By Chris Jason

cjason@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The UPS Logger Men's Basketball team
stormed into the first of their games in the
NCAA tournament this weekend, beating
the Occidental Tigers in the second round
at home 89-81. This was after breezing
through the first round of the tournament
on a bye granted by the NCAAA commit-

n
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Senior guard Chase Curtiss puts a shot up over
an Occidental defender. Curtiss finished the
game with 20 points and five assists.
Logger

tee. The Loggers were the NWC champs
for the third year in a row. This three-peat
has given the Logger Men confidence
heading into the tournament.
"You re where you should be at this point
in the year, depending on your talent. We
deserve to be here," UPS men's basketball
coach Eric Bridgeland said.
Mar. 4 was proof of this confidence. Facing a tough California team in Occidental,
UPS came out to a quick lead in the game.
The Loggers led by as much as eight
points in the early part of the first half on
the scoring of guards senior Chase Curtiss
and freshman Antwan Williams.
But Occidental showed why they were
in this tournament by coming back from
this early deficit, with leading Tiger scorers Zach Phillips and Sam Betty contributing most of those points.
With the first half winding down, the
teams were in a nearly dead tie, with UPS
holding the slight edge 42-40. All-NWC
forward Zach McVey scored eight points
in the first half, and Curtiss led the Loggers with 11.
The second half did not start as smoothly
for the Loggers as did the first, -with Occidental showing their tenacity and gaining
leads as large as six halfway through the
final period.
"I don't think we played with our best. If
I were to give us a grade on this game, it
would probably be a C+ or a B-," Bridgeland said.
UPS almost looked to be in trouble in this
NCAA tournament second round game.
That is, until the team leaders stepped up
to take control of the game.
Trailing 51-57 with exactly 13 minutes
left in the game, Curtiss hit a key jump
shot to bring the Loggers within four. Then
after a minute of scores by both sides (including a three-point shot by UPS' Jason
Foster), Curtiss hit a three-pointer to bring
the game back to an even 59-59.
UPS never trailed by more than a point
SEE MEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE 19

ore

By Helen MacDonald

hmacdonald@ups.edu
Sports Writer

An impressive season for the wornen's basketball team ended Mar. 4, after
a 62-50 loss to PLU. The season-ending
loss followed a first-round win in the
NCAA tournament against California
Lutheran 74-62 on Mar. 3.
The Loggers' first round victory
against the Regals started with a strong
first half and carried through to the game
ending buzzer. Junior Shelby Ramirez
and freshman Karen Chase were instrumental to the Loggers' successful first
half.
Ramirez scored nine points in the
opening half, three two-pointers and one
three-pointer, while Chase put up eight
points and grabbed eight rebounds. An
unyielding defense and a flourishing
offense sent the Loggers to the locker
room with a 42-33 lead at the half.
The Loggers' success continued in the
second half with only a brief stumble
mid-way through the period when the
Regals came back to within one point.
The Loggers were able to head off a
come-back by staying strong on defense, out-rebounding the Regals 25-18
in the second half alone and 50-36 for
the game total.
Freshman Allison Craven's eight
points in the second half, 11 points
overall, were also instrumental since
UPS only outscored Cal. Lutheran 3229. Despite a close contest in the second
half the Loggers were still able to go on
to a 12-point victory with a final score
of 74-62.
With a first round victory in their
pockets the Logger women advanced
to the second round to play PLU, who
easily won their first-round game 72-54
against Chapman University. The Loggers put up the least amount of points

UPS 89

Occidental 81

W Basketball

UPS 74

Cal Lutheran 62

UPS 50

PLU 62

UPS 14

Coast Guard 2

UPS 4

Walla Walla 6

UPS 7

Willamette 8

http://games.espn.go.comitcmen/frontpage

UPS 2

Willamette 4

Group: UPS Trail Challenge

UPS 6

Willamette 3

Password: upstrail

UPS 2

George Fox 0

UPS 8

George Fox 6

UPS 1

Concordia 11

UPS 3

Concordia 2

Baseball

W Lacrosse

UPS 6

Linfield 7

M Tennis

UPS 6

Whitworth 1

UPS 0

Whitman 7

UPS 7

Whitman 2

UPS 5

Whitworth 4

Logger Sports on Tap
M Basketball

at Lawrence vs Augustana Mar.

(must win Mar. 10)

at Lawrence vs winner Mar. 11

Baseball

at L&C Mar. 11 (DH)
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vs. Pomona-Pi tier Mar. 17

in the Dominican Republic for college
undergraduate students in Western Washingon.

vs. PLU Mar. 25 noon (DH)
vs. PLU Mar. 26 noon
Illionois College Mar.

Softball

N S.

(in Orange, CA)

vs. Fontbonne Mar. 14

I

CAITIA9 AMArtVilf4 .101410 exrdeme:

A14

vs. Redlands Mar. 19

a

See if you can beat resident college basketball expert Matt. Can you burn the
NBA biased Huffer Will? Do you know why Gonzaga is going to go all the way? Or
do you have the inside info on Alabama and its great tourney run to the Sweet 16?
Let us know. The winner will recieve a prize from Matt and ll.

vs. Montclair State Mar. 17
vs. Cal Lutheran Mar. 18

AGE 19
SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE

The Trail Sports staff is sponsoring a men's basketball pick-em on ESPN for
the NCAA Division I men's basketball tournament. The brackets will be released
on Mar. 12 and players can sign up and pick their tournament until the first games
begin Mar. 16. To sign up for the league, email trailsports@ups.edu or go to the
following link

at L&C Mar. 12
California Invitational)

they have all season in their 62-50 loss
to PLU.
Strong defense by both teams in the
opening minutes of the game created a a
tie betwe ,the Logclose offen
gers and th
PLU ad
is to/thizo bof4d and
-respond
, until a litUPS was
-way point when PLU
tle after th
went on a run, scoring 10 points to the
Loggers two. Down 21-11, the Loggers needed to restart their offense
they wanted to go into the locker room
at half with any hope for a victory, and
that is exactly what they did.
Sophomore Laura Hirsh jump-started
the offensive domination with a three
point jumper and ended it with another. Chase, Sarah Carnahan and Brie
Adderely also contributed to the Log- 41
gers' 14-point frenzy, while Morgan I
Harter, Adderely and Carnahan grabbed
rebounds to allow the Lutes only four

Sign up for the Trail Basketball Challenge

M Basketball

Hockey

Senior guard Sarah Carnahan takes the ball
up the court during UPS' second round loss.

This is a unique opportunity for young people
who are seeking an inunerskm into the reality of
poverty for many of our brothers and sisters in
the developing world.
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